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Parkway Routing Changed;
Residents Demand Reason

PANY SY

fight to the last ditch," one of the
petition signers told the News on
Wednesday.
The complainants say the new
proposed site also is in a boggy
area They say they have attempted to point out this fact to the
proper officials.
The parkway once was scheduled to run about two miles north
of Water Valley. But recently,
property owners were told the site
would be a half-mile farther north
of Water Valley.
Property owners contend, the
spokesman said, that the 'first
boggy area could have been skipped by merely moving the right-ofway about 400 feet closer toward

1°

TM News has won awards for outstanding •xe•Ilenc• *very lour it
has been submitted in Judging emstuts.

Volume Thirty-Five
The route of the Purchase Parkway in the Water
Valley area made the news again this week when some
75 persons signed petitions to Kentucky Highway officials seeking to learn why the routing recommendations made by the consulting engineers have been
changed by state highway engineers.
Charging that the change of site
plans means that severs) farms
will be "cut up" even more than
they would have been had the site
not been changed, the petitioners
appear to find little comfort in the
explanation by highway officials
in Frankfort that the route must
be shifted because the original site
is in a "boggy area
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Secretary Of State Rusk Endorses
Banana Festival; Commends Effort

dor to Ecuador; Ambassadors
Jose Correa of Ecuador and Gonzalo Fusel° of Costa Rica, David
Bronheim, deputy United States
"Until we are satisfied that the
coordinator for the Alliance for
change was not made to satisfy
Progress, Gustavo Polit, ministerAdministrathe
political friends of
counselor for economic affairs of
tion in Frankfort, we are going to
Ecuador, Governor Edward T.
Breathitt of Kentucky and GoverDear Mrs. Westpheling:
nor Frank Clement of Tennessee,
We are wondering if you have
and Senator and Mrs. John Sheralready completed the list of ',kat
man Cooper, all of whom have atKentucky
and
Tennessee
from
hers
tended past Festivals.
Jottings
who will accompany you to Ecu.
Starting out in November 1963 as
aaor. If you have, please send us
a mammoth undertaking to call
A little over three miles of the their names as well as a picture
Pram
to the fact that Fulton,
attention
o.oposed roadway must be shifted of the Governments of Tennessee
Kentucky-Tenn. is the "Banana
under the new plan, a property- and Kentucky Officials who will be
of America," the orCrossroads
owner in the area of the new route in that group. It is our hope to
TaLs Is to inform the addressee
While the organization spearganization's dedicated attempts to
tola the News.
have those pictures printed In the pia!, that the Fourth International heading the move to bring about patched to all out-posts in the ba- make friends with the bananaUnder the plan submitted by the local papers, as well as yours, of la,aana Festival will be held this Good Neighbor understanding and
nana-producing countries of Cen- producing countries of Central and
engineers only one course.
consulting
year in Fulton, Kentucky from Sep- friendships in Latin-America so- tral and South America by Secre- South America has been so sucfarm would have been lost, a
I'lease confirm day of departure, tember 27 to October 1. The De- licits disbelief among the striped tary Rusk calling attention to this cessful that a group of 91-persons
spokesman for the group said. The day of arrival in Quito, Airline and partment has given moral support pants diplomatic corps, the Interand urging Latin- is departing from Miami on April
new plan will result in badly di- Flight number. We want officials to th:s Festival in previous years national Banana Festival to be year's event
where they 1.3 to visit Ecuador as official
viding at least five farms, neces- of the Government of Ecuador at as witnessed by the attendance at staged for the fourth consecutive Americans to attend
and perhaps guests of the country.
received
well
be
"will
of
sale
and
sitating the removal
it of Ambassadors Harriman and year this Fall, has made such
What a week'.
the Airport io meet you.
with the
themselves
Members of the entourage will
can associate
many homes and rarm buildings.
As you may gather, things are Coerr. It has also been attended giant accomnlitliments via the
particular coun- pay their own expenses.
Things have been happening no
The path of the proposed park- had, to normal in Ecuador and by Latin American diplomatic personal di•alomacy route that even exhibits of their
The Ecuadorean visit will infast and furiously that the faster I way made the News earlier this we are looking forward to your figures posted to the Lotted States. Seer tory o. State Dean Rusk has tries."
The ei dorsement by Secretary clude Mr. and Mrs. Field Mcmove, the behlnder I get. It all year when a group of land-owners letter advisme us of your departThis circular is to suggest that join. d ir the effort to assist with
Rusk ions that of Undersecretary Chesney of Frankfort, who will perstarted last week when the human rflgrted by the routing gathered to ure au inte..cied.
the posts may wish so to arrange its international raogram of goodof State For Political Affairs Ave- sonally represent Governor Breathdynamo of Alberto MartinerFonts prottst against the new highway,
toe timing of some of their gran- will.
Sincerely yours
ilarriroan, Ambassador Wym- itt and Tom Hensley of Jackson,
in
rei
arrived
Airlines
landEcuatoriana
A
in
general.
of
and toll roads
tees, whether for Educational
Gustavo Polit
secently din' berley Coen American Ambassa- Tem, who will personally repreFulton to make final plans for the owner who protested vehemently
An Air gram
(Continued on Page light)
Minister Counselor
sent Governor Clement.
next
Ecuador
entourage going to
that the routing would destroy his
The visit is a return call to the
week. He stayed two days.
life-long dream to have a fishing
many people in Quito and Guayatamp on his property, took his
Alberto has enough energy to case all the way up to Highway
quil who were guests of the Bakeep a hundred people moving in Commissioner Henry Ward and
nana Festival last year. Almost
perpetual motion, so you can Governor Edward T. BreatMtt.
40 students, from five banana-prohim
with
working
imagine what
ducing countries spent two weeks
As routed now the parkway route
constantly means for a person al- dues not touch the area where the
in the twin cities as guests in the
ready bogged down with too many fishing camp is proposed.
private homes of the city. The students attended classes with their
jobs.
Sinter, local president of new found American friends; they
Glen
Thirty-five of N4t.1 Xentucky's
If any of you called and couldn't
the Fulton Jaycees, today announc- learned to eat hot dogs and hamand West Tenessee's prettiest
J. T. (Turney) Davie wasn't out the magistrates. But Judge Cruse ed that Explorer troop 43 and the burgers; swing to the frog and
get me last week, please under.
that is
young damsels will compete in the of work long enough to become a did know one thing . .
stand. I got to the point where even
local Jaycees will spearhead a the watusi and found that "dating"
annual South Fulton Booster Club's statistic in the unemployment fig- that he was categorically in favor
long distance calls gave me the
pre-"Cleanup-Fix up" broom and in the twin cities, was something
beauty pageant Friday night. Miss ures ma former sheriff was dis- of Davie at the beginning, in the mop sale on Tuesday, April 12.
. . from Miami. from
jitters
"out of this world."
Andrea Melton, • Murray State missed cm March 15 from has dutiee middle and during the latest deWashington, from Frankfort, LouTwo of the students from GuayProfits from this sale will be
Universfty freshman and the 1965 as county road supervisor, with veloment.
isville, Ormond Beach, Staunton,
aquil who attended the Festival
Proclub
worthy
finance
to
used
of
In the reemploymemi more
princess, will reign over the 1966 all four magistrates voting against
Va and points east and west and
Bene"Jaycee
Let year are in Fulton today atthe magistrates voted for him; jects, such as the
event, to be held at 8 p. m. in the him.
north and south. I even got
provides tending classes at the Fulton
Roy Nethery, representing volent Fund" which
ashamed of saying "hello" to the
Word was received in Fulton South Fulton gym,
Davie was rehired as county only
glasses, food and other schools. It's school vacation time
eye
slioee,
vot,trict
Di
Magisterial
First
the
Wednesday morning of the death . The young lady selected as road supervisor lb' • .k.
operator.
under-previleged in Ecuador, but the students said
ed against the or-again, off-again necessities to
of Mrs. Blanche Freeman Roper, princess will receive s $50 savings
Oddly enough the same magis- employment pattern.
persons in the community; the that "attending school in AmerBut I think all is under control wile of Lee Roper, a prominent bond, a trophy and will represent
on
him
hired
trates unanimously
"Jaycee Milk Fund" which pro- ica, even dir.ig our vacation is
now. We've got everybody's pic- Fulton County farmer.
the Booster Club At the Parish Fish
One magistrate, when asked vides milk for needy children, and one of the greatest pleasures
January 4. Following his dismissal
ture, travel, biography, small-pox
resident of this area, Fry and the Hilin5e.1:t Strawberry on March 15 not even Fiscal Court why be favored Davies dismissal
pioneer
A
to meet operating expenses of the we've ever known."
vaccinations and I hope birth cer- Mrs. Roper had been in failing Festival this smiug
15 then voted to re-hire
Juiege John Cruse could give any on March
The persons making the trip, in
local .tayeee Chapter.
tificates in order. Thanks be for all health for many years.
A rehearsal will be held at 5:30 reason for the change of heart by this week said: "For harmony .."
Brooms and mops to be sold addition to the official representasmall favors and larger ones in
And that's the same reason the
She was ti e mother of Hendon p. m. today (Thursday) and all
were purchased from the Memphis tives of Kentucky and Tenneseee
proportion.
magistrates gave for firing him.
0. Wright o Fulton.
contestants are urged to report at
Warashop for the Blind and pur- and Miss Vicki Hurd, International
In addition to all this, and most
Funeral arrangements are In- the South Fulton gym on time.
Perhaps the most revealing obwill aid the blind through- Banana Festival princess, who is in
chases
Important of all of course, is get- complete. Whitnel Funeral Home
servation made by one of the magAdmission to the pageant is
out the mid-south, hIS well as school at Mary Baldwin College in
ting Mary Jo ready for Easter and is in charge of arrangements.
$1 00 for adults and 50c for chilistrates, and told to a News reportcharitoble projects in the communi- Staunton, Virginia, and Miss Cynfor her trip with us to South Amerdren.
er is this:
thia Clark, first alternate in the
ty.
ica. Bleu her heart, she is so un"Turney Davie has always been
of Anchorage,
derstanding. And thanks again
stated that prices will be Miss Alaska contest
EASTER EGG HUNT
Suiter
Chandler-WaterNAMED
the
with
BAZZELL
identified
are:
dear Lord for making her pass
competitive, with brooms selling at Alaska,
of
native
a
Democratic
Hassell,
the
E.
of
James
faction
field
presipreMrs.
Paul
for
Westpheling,
imagine
hunt
can't
egg
You
test.
Easter
An
her driver's
and mops at only $1.00 each,
party. Judge Cruse was elected by $1.50
dent, W. P. Burnette and Carl
teenage children of members will Clinton, has been named Superinwhat that means to busy people.
South Ful- • combination of political factions, and urges everyone to purchase
of
Ruddle
Rex
Mayor
(Ky.)
County
Allen
the
of
tendent
the
at
of
Jr.,
members
afternoon
he staged Saturday
tools Puckett,
ton has been invited to participate mostly Administration. But Judge their spring house-cleaning
school system.
Club.
and mop board, International Banana FesI felt at times like Allie Jenkins. the Fulton Country
in • "Team Trip" to New York on Cruse thinks the anti-Administra- !ouzo; the Jaycee broom
tival; Rex Ruddle, mayor of South
I had the pleasure of sitting across
May 1st with the State of Tennessee tion forces are going to keep him sale.
Fulton; Paul Westpheling, Mary
the table from her and her nice
Promoted
Staff Division for Industrial De- in office .
so he's sticking with
Jo Westpheling, Mn. Corinne
husband last week at the meeting
velo! ment.
them." Every time it looks like tha TALENT SHOW AT BEELERTON Burnette, Ruth Ann Burnette, Gid
of the American Legion and AuxiThe public is cordially invited to Willingham, Mrs. Monette WillingThis state agency invites busi- winds change in next year's Govliary. I marvelled at Allies being
magistrates attend an adult Talent-Rama to- ham, Mrs. Louise Killebrew, Miss
race the
ernor's
State
the
nessmen from all over
able to attend no many meetings
at 7:30 o'clock at the Beeler- Gertrude Murphey, Mrs. Hilda
of Tennessee to assist them in their change their political loyalty. night
and always bringing something deSchool, sponsored by the PTA. Baker, J. Enoch Campbell, Rev.
pursiiit of new Industry for the Turney might get fired again for ton
licious to add to those wonderful
Admission is 25c and 50c.
John Bradley, Mrs. Mildred FreeState. These trips have been most all I know," he said.
pot luck menus.
man, Harry Williams, Mrs. Emily
fruitful for Tennessee in the past.
When asked her recipe for her
citizens
private
Dame, all of Fulton and South
In this manner,
ability to do so much, Mile said:
ecothe
further
Fulton;
to
effort
an
have
everyto
"I don't know. I belong
Mrs. Sara Kirkland of Union
nomic growth of the state and of
thing around here but the VolunCity; Mercer Lee Price, president
their community.
teer Fire Department, but I manPrice Foundation of Ormond
of
approxiage to find out where the fire is
have
The group will
Beach, Fla.; George Lane, also of
whether I can go or not."
mately 300 to 400 calls to make in
Beach; Miss Phillippa
Ormond
the New York City area.
Snewin of London, England; Goebel
B. Henson of Wingo; Mrs, Field
Tem-.g. Guidance,
McChesney of Frankfort; L. M.
I sure hope I can find time today
Senator John Sherman Cooper of Kentucky will McCuan and Miss Jean Dorothy
(Toursday) to accept an invitation
McCuan of Dyersburg, and Jerry
run for reelection.
from Brother Riley Lawrence,
Ball of Charlotte, N. C.
president of the Ministerial AssoSenator Cooper was first elected to the United
almost
cLtion to attend an advance
of
majority
SAKE SALEI
States Senate in 1946. His victory
showing of "The Restless Ones,"
A contract for bituminous con- 200,000 in 1960, the last time he ran, set a state record
Explorer Post No. 43 will have
at the Fulton Theatre at 9;30 a. m.
crete surfacing on the Shuck
a bake sale next Saturday, April
The movie is about the problems
Switch Road in Fulton County has until the 1964 election.
9, in front of the City National
parents face in steering the proper
been awarded by the Highway DeBank. The public is asked to help
As a member of the Senate Agricourse for their young children to
partment, Governor Edward T. culture Committee, which has jur- lachian program, which he joined the Explorers build public service,
follow in the light of the many
Breathitt and Highway Commis- isdiction over all agriculture pro- in sponsoring. As the ranking Explorer training and social actemptations they encounter.
sioner Henry Ward announced to- grams and REA, he has won a member, he has a vote on the Sen- tivities. This project will help the
ate Appropriations Committee's Explorers with a trip planned to
No matter how much we think
day.
position as the leader in supporting public works subcommittee.
own
our
we know about handling
dark
Mammoth Cave National Park.
The project will begin at Ky. 94, and protecting the burley and
Senator Cooper also is a mem- Help tomorrow's leaders today.
children, the quote from Abraham
to
four miles east of Hickman and tobacco programs so important
ber of the Select Committee on
Lincoln is never more appropriate,
Committee
His
extended to Ky. 125, a distance of Kentucky farmers.
Small Business, which works on
said he:
LET'S HUNT EGGS
is now considering the Food for legislation designed to help the
4.080 miles.
"If we could first know where
proposal—the proposal to small businessman in big and litFrecoom
An Easter egg hunt will be held
tendare
we
whither
we are and
Construction Company, guide farm production into lines
Ken-Tenn
at
the Country Club Saturday
tle towns survive and thrive.
ing, . . . we could better judge
Fulton, submitted the low bid of which will provide a better income
Kentucky's senior senator, he is morning, April 10, for children
what to do and how to do it."
emphawill
and
$62,086.65.
for farm families,
a member of the Senate Rules through the sixth grade. All memsize the importance of our food Committee. During the "Bobby bers are invited to have their chilproduction in the field of foreign Baker" hearings, Senator Cooper dren in attendance.
We're Proud!
relations.
SING ALONGI
decided that the committee was
We felt so proud of our homeHONORABLE MENTION
of the facts it
He is the ranking Republican on not developing all
town and our youngsters this week
The Fulton-Hickman Counties
Mike Ruddle and Loyd Bone
needed, and he convinced the SenCommitWorks
Public
Company singing convention will meet next the Senate
Telephone
when we read in the Louisville
Bell
Southern
by
promoted
Fulton High were given honbun
from
be,
Byars
on
E.
W.
ate to set up a Committee
Courier-Journal that Meredith MilSunday, April 10, at 11 a, m. at the tee, the committee which has jur- Standards and Ethics. He was orable mention on the All-Purchase
to Mayfield as service foreman. He began his career
ler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rod- and transferred
Oakton Methodist Church, for an isdictun over flood control, public named to that committee.
basketball team announced
1966
In
ney Miller was one of the two Ken- with Southern Ball fourtun purl ago as Installer-repairman hens
all-day singing. Everyone Is wel- works development programs, all
this week
(Continued on Page tight>
highway legislation and the Appatucky students who carried the Fulton. His and his family will move to Mayfield in the nue future,
come.
(Continued on Page Floe)
ENIBAJADA DEL ECUADOR
SERVICIO COMERCIAL
WASHINGTON, D. C.
April 5, 1966
President
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky.-

. Taking the cue from the late President John F. Kennedy that the Alliance for Progress is designed to transTO:
ans,
BOGOTA, EL SALVADOR, GUA- form hope into reality for millions of Latin-Americ
TEMALA CITY, PANAMA CITY, the people of Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton, TenMEXICO CITY, QUITO, SAN nessee have organized themselves into a "do-it-yourselfJOSE, SANTO DOMINGO, TEState Department."
GUCIGALPA
Weary of battling the bureaucracy in Washington's
FROM:
Department of Stafe
diplomatic circles for financial assistance to further the
SUBJECT:
goals of President Kennedy's program, the KentuckyEDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL
EXCHANGE: Possible Participa- Tennessee community feels that it has accomplished
tion of Grantees is the Fourth In- more in its two years of privately-financed diplomacy
ternational Banana Festival at than the millions, maybe billions of dollars spent by this
Fulton, Kentucky.
country in slow-moving programs.
REF:
Department of State
AIRGRAM

Jo's
Notebook

Princess Andrea
To Reign Over
Booster Revue

rs Aid

'Explore
But
Davie Hired Again,
Spring Cleaning
Political Winds Blowing New Mop, Broom,

Hendon Wright's
Mother Dies
On Wednesday

Mayor Ruddle
To New York
For Industry

Senator Cooper Seeks
Re-Election To Senate

Nen-Tenn Construction
Gets County Road Bid
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PAUL and JOHANNA N. WiliSTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Editorials
We Agree With Fulton Merchant That Every Citizen
Know Community Facts; Here Are Kentucky's
One of our most progressive
merchants in Fulton is constantly reminding us that if the communications media in our vicinity would
conduct a continuing educational
program concerning the vital statistics of our area, our quest for industry would be greatly enhanced.
We agree
whole - heartedly.
There's a problem, however, of doing the research on these statistics,
what with the small staffs all of us
have in these parts.
The kind of information the
merchant suggests that every citizen
should know is similar to the release
that came to our desk this week from
the Kentucky Petroleum Council.
The facts deal with Kentucky, as a
State.
The same information would be
valuable for Tennessee; certainly it
would be interesting and important
too, if we could get the information
similar to the facts below for Fulton,
Kentucky and South Fulton, Tennessee.
If somebody is willing to gather
the facts, one thing is for sure, we're
willing to publish them.
Here are some of the more interesting facts about Kentucky you
may or may not recall. Keep them for
future reference.
KENTUCKY ... from the Wyandot Indian word Kah-ten-tah-teh translated "Land where we will live
tomorrow" or "Land of Tomorrow."
STATE FLAG - In 1918 the General Assembly authorized a state flag,
but it was not until ten years later
that a flag conforming to these specifications was made and approved.
This first State Flag of Kentucky
may be seen in the museum of the
Kentucky Historical Society in
Frankfort. A reproduction of the official state flag was made a part of
the Kentucky statutes by the 1962
General Assembly. Its basic color is
navy blue.

STATE SEAL - The official seal
of the Commonwealth was described
in a bill passed by the General Assembly on December 20, 1792, a little
over six months after Kentucky joined the Union. The seal shows two
friends enbracing each other, with
the words "Commonwealth of Kentucky" over their heads and around
them the words "United We Stand,
Divided We Fall." By custom (and
now in conformity with the description of the flag contained in the
statutes), two sprigs of goldenrod in
bloom are shown in the lower portion
of the seal. Colors of the seal are blue
and gold.
NICKNAME - Kentucky is called the "Bluegrass State" because of
the abundant growth of bluegrass on
its rich limestone soil. Fields of bluegrass at times have a bluish-green
hue.
STATE TREE - The Tulip Poplar. It produces a pinkish-yellow
bloom and is abundant throughout
the state. For years Eastern Kentucky supplied the world's market
with poplar lumber. In some sections
of the state the tulip poplar rivals the
white oak in size.
STATE FLOWER - The Goldenrod. One of the most widespread of
American wild flowers, it was designated as the official state flower
by a joint resolution of the General
Assembly on March 16, 1926.
POPULATION - 3,038,156 according to 1960 U. S. Bureau of Census Report.
CAPITAL - Frankfort, established 1786. Because the State Capital in
1792.
AREA - 40,395 square miles.
MOTTO - United We Stand, Divided We Fall.
COLORS - Blue and Gold.
BIRD - Kentucky Cardinal.
FISH - Kentucky Bass.

THE THINGS THAT MAKE A MAN
The things that make a man a prince,
The kind that we would be,
Are character and common sense
And true humility.
The thing that make a noble life,
The kind that really lives,
Is always putting others first,
The kind of life that gives.
The reasons each great man has grown
Are not what we can see;
But little seeds of kindness sown,
Unknown by you and The.
The things that make him big and tall
Are not the inches to his frame;
But love for neighbor, one and all;
The fairness of his game.
The kind of life that blesses ifs,
That makes our days worthwhile,
Is one that never makes a fuss,.
But goes the second mile.
The person who is most reverend,
Of whom we never tire,
Is he who has become endeared,
The kind we all admire.
The thing when all is said and done,
That makes a man a man,
Is not the races that he won,
But why and how he ran.
— William A. Ward

_Irwy Comm.
by Miss Jessie Orgain
WHAT'S NEW IN THE LIBfiARY? A shipment of new books
and recordings has been recieved
this week from the Department of
Libraries. Among these are some
very helpful and practical volumes:
SEMENOW'S QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS ON REAL ESTATE,
fourth edition, can be considered
the real estate mkt's "bible"; and
BLACK'S I,AW
DICTIONARY,
fourth edition, is a reference book
which the library is proud to own.
The 1961 KENTUCKY INDUSTRIAL DIRECTORY and the 1966
KENTUCKY
DIRECTORY
OF
MANUFACTURERS, both contain.
valuable inforniation compiled by
the Kentucky Department of Commerce.
A series of travel guides covering all sections of the United States
has been donated by the Louisville
Automobile Club. These are avail.

able to borrowers.
A ten-volume set of AUDEL'S
ELECTRIC 1.1BRARY with illustrated diagrams, presents in simple, concise form the fundamental
principles, rules and applications
of applied electricity, for engineers. electricians and all electrical workers
THE 1966 RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK, standard manual of
amateur communication, and a
book entitled TAPE RECORDERS:
HOW THEY WORK, in updated
edition, are available to those interested in the communication
field.
For the high school and college
students, LOVE.'.10Y'S SCHOLARSHIP GUIDE TO COLLEGES AND
PREPARATORY SCHOOLS, second edition, revised and enlarged,
is an indispensable guide to thousands of scholarships, loans and

If Your Congressman Doesn't Value Your Point
Of View, Why Not Rate Yourself As Constitutent
Every businessman should ask
himself the question, "How does my
Congressman rate ME?" He should be
concerned not only with how his
Congressman is rated on votes he
casts but how his Congressman rates
him.
While a Congressman tries to
represent all his constitutents, acknowledge all inquiries, listen to all
views, he (like everybody else) turns
to his associates for advice and gives
closer attention to the views of his
friends, particularly those who worked for his election.
Rep. Edwin Edwards (D-La.) at
a "Meet Your Congressman" session
in Lake Charles, La., recently told a
group of business leaders:
"You are wondering why your
point of view isn't getting across
very well with elected officials. Let
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 299 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky, 42941.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beet All Around"
Weekly Papers.
—
_
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
Me first of which was founded In BRO.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3S7) to Poet Offic• Berg IS? Fulton, Kentucky, 411141.
Subscription Rates: $3.110 per year ht Futter,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Chien and
Weakitty Counties, Tenn. elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must odd 3% Sale. Tax.

me ask you a few questions. How
many of you have passed out cards
for candidates? How many of your
wives have addressed envelopes for
political circulars, or answered telephones at campaign headquarters?
How many of you went up to a candidate who shared your views, and
said, "I think the way you do, and I
think you'll make a good public official. Here's $200 to help in your
campaign.'?
"Well, the people- who believe
just the opposite frornou .. . have
done all of these things7l'hey are successful because they work harder at
it. They are better organized. If you
want your views to prevail, you can't
do it by sitting in a corner and counting your profits. You have to become
involved. You have to work. You
have to contribute time and money."
George Clemenceau, premier of
France during World War I, made
the famous statement that war is too
impertant to leave to the generals.
perhaps politics is too important to
leave to the politicians.
—Clarksdale (Miss.) Press-Register
BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Dean
"For with God nothing shall be
impossible." Luke 1:37
The Lord will honor the man
with daring faith and firm convictions.

Our
Christian Heritage
HOW TO PROTOCT OUR FIGHT
IHG NON IN VET NAM
by Dr. N. Burnett Magruder
This is not an attempt to aay
what Washington should do in the
way of military strategy. Our eon.
cern here is to set forth a spirihni
strategy which can be applied by
all the American people—a strategy which will insure nlaXimUM
protection for men in Viet Nam
and will ,nalse certain their tam
fires are not IN VAIN.
1 WE MUST OBTAIN TIE
PROVIDENCE AND PROTECTION OF JESUS CHRIST AS
THE ONLY RIGHTFUL LORD
AND SOVEREIGN OF OUR NA.
TION,
In 1863 Lincoln called a disided
nation to fasting and prayer, in
these memorable words:
-Whereas it is the duly of nations as well as men to own their
dependence upon the overruling
power of God . .
and to reeog•
size the sublime truth announced
in Holy Scriptures and proven l”
all history. that THOSE NATIONS
ARE BLESSED WHOSE GOD IS
THE LORD."
This is the key phrase—whose
God is the Lord By the decree of
Almighty God, His Son Jesus
Christ has been established as the
only rightful Lord of all nations
and by Has righteousness, all laws
and all just governments are or(Continued en pogo Throe)

part-time jobs And for career in. books and Libraries to the National
formation there is the OCCUPA- growth and prosperity''
TIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK,
For the holly shrubs which are to
compiled by the U. S Department
be seen on the front yard of the
of Labor, YOU ANTI THE NEXT library, thanks to the Twin Cities
DECADE. by Adrian Paradis looks
Developnient Association for the.,
at careers in the light of what the donation, to the Garden Club, and
future promises to hold. and
especially to Mrs J 0 Lewis and
GUIDE TO CAREER INFORMA- Jerry Atkins for the purchasing
T1ON, compiled by the New York
and planting of the shrubs.
Life Insurance Company. carries a
ON
THURSDAY
MORNING
good bibliography of recent ocAPRIL 7. AT TEN O'CLOCK
cupational literature THE SITTHERE WILL BE A STORY HOUR
DENT'S GUIDE TO MILITARY
FOR THE PRESCHOOL (MIL
SERVI('E, by Michael Harwood
F.N
DON'T FOR:GET To
discusses programs that enable the
BRING THEM NI IT WILL LAS,
student to make his military duly
ONE-HALF HOUR.
more than a frustrating interruption.
—EASTER GREETINGS FROM
New long-playing records reTHE LIBRARY —
ceived during the past week are a
Through the centuries the Christ
number of records for children.
tan Church has celebrated the fes
several language records and one
twat
of the Resurrection with
on Steno-speed, for practice in high
songs of joy and praise. All nature
speed dictation.
seems
to rejoice with the Church
Plans are under way for observ•
ance of National Library Week, on this "Day of Days" in the
April 17-23. A letter from Mr. Christian year. The recurrin,:
miracle of green growing things
James R. O'Rourke, State Director
becomes a *robot of the Easter
of NI.W, states that "National
I.iVictory.
brary Week is really one seek
plus 51 weeks, since there is gas one
—(Adapted from Alice Isabel
week in the year when we should
'larch ine's EASTER BOOK OF
demonstrate the importance of
(Continued en page Three)

and Mrs. Beecher Finch, a daughter on
March 29.

April 5. 1948

•

From Fulton, Route 3: The farm work
in this section is going on nicely and the fox
holes are being routed
and several of the pests have been killed
by W. M. Foster, P. J. Brann, Hoyt Bruce, Jimmy
Clement and J. C.
Foster. Thanks, boys, a good job well
done.

E. W. Bethel, who has returned from a hitch in the
armed forces, has resumed his duties as Fire Chief of the
Fulton Fire Department. He succeeds John E. Bard,
who has held the position for the past few years during
Mr. Bethel's absence.

Miss Dorothy Reed, bride-elect of
Jack G. Bobbitt,
was complimented with a bridge
party last Thursday
by Misses Evelyn Hornbeak,
Bonnie Dodd of Martin
and Ralph Winstead. The social
event
home of Miss Hornbeak on Carr Street.was held in the

Mrs. George Schall, formerly Micca McGee of this
city, is now employed in a secretarial post at the United
Nations at Hunter's College, Bronx, N. Y. Her mother
received a letter from her recently in which she stated
her work is most interesting.

Miss Florence Eleanor Pickle, daughter
of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Pickle of this city,
married
house, son of Mrs. Oliver Millhouse of Kenneth MillOsborn, Ohio, on
March 23 in Richmond, Ind. Mrs.
Millhouse is a fixaduate of South Fulton school and
attended Mayfield Business College. The groom attended
Indiana Central College in Indianapolis. He served six
years in the Smith
Pacific with the Navy and is now
employed at Patterson
Field, Ohio, as assistant sanitary
engineer. The newlyweds will make their home at Osborn,
Ohio.

"Ask The Professor" an operatta under the direction of Mrs. Lois Haws, will be presented at the Carr
Institute auditorium Friday night.
Hazel McAlister and Leon Hayden of Wingo are the
new owners of the Coffee Shop in Fulton, having purchased the cafe from Raymond Gambill last Saturday.
Both are experienced restaurant operators.
A deal was consummated this week by which Charles N. Wilson and Chap Taylor, both of Water Valley,
became the new owners and operators of the Water
Valley Canning Company,
Joe Brown, manager of the Mateo Theatres here,
was elected president of the Rotary Club at the luncheon meeting at the Rainbow Room Tuesday. Other officers named are: W. R. Wardlaw, vice president; T. J.
Kramer, Jr., secretary and J. R. Hogan, treasurer.
From Route 5, Fulton: Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred McCoy on the birth of a son; Mr. and Mrs.
John Colley on the birth of a daughter, March 28; Mr.

Miss Eloise King, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl
King, became the bride of S. Sgt.
James Hicks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hicks on March
29 at the home of
the bride's parents, With Rev. Sam
Ed
First Baptist Church, officiating. The Bradley, of the
their home with Mrs. W. 0. Shankle couple will make
on Eddings street
until the groom leaves in May for
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,
for reassignment.
Miss Frances Powell of Fulton,
Route 5, and Elwyn
F. Taylor, of Copley, Ohio, were
united in marriage
March 28, in the home of D. A.
Rogers,
Mr. Rogers performed the ceremony. south of Fulton.
Mrs. Rupert Stilley was hostess
last week to members of her bridge club at her home
in Highlands. Mrs.
Mel Simons held high score at
bridge. Mrs. R. A.
Fowlkes and Mrs. F. W. Gossum were
guests of the
club.
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Letters of Interest

OUR CHRISTIAN

—

1Continuod from pogo Two)
dinned. If we recognize Him and
April 4, 1986
His right to rule over us, then we
can hop* and expect His intervenDear Friends
tion in the affairs which pertain to
Thank you so much for your our future.
port ,n bringing before the public
Yes, we can expect His interventhe facts in regard to the organi- tion even in affairs pertaining to
zation of the South Fulton Metho- war. We do not hold with the
dist Church. We want every per- Presbyterian minister in Louisville
Seri that is not attending a church who recently told his congregation:
to know of this endeavor and with"I happen to believe that God
out tour help this could not have does not stand on our side in Viet
been accomplished.
Nam—that He has never stood on
As we go into the final week of our side—nor on anyone else's for
or. aaization these are a few ad- that matter."
ditional facts:
This same minister stated with
1. We now have seventy-six real consistency that "men are
pledged charter members, only outgrowing the concept of a Sovtsettij-four short of our goal of a ereign and immediate God."
This minister and others like
hundred which was net for April
him have rejected the God of the
10
mist the God of our history.
Bible
2. We started out twelve short
If the American people should
weeks ago with only 27.
heed voices like this, tragedy will
3. Large cash donations are be- overtake us and we will not only
ing received from interested non- lose in Viet Nam—we will lose our
members and are being placed in- nation and our souls. "The wicked
to.building fund to assist when shall be turned into hell and all the
that building program is started nations
which
God."
forget
unless otherwise directed. Other (Psalm 9 ) Let us intercede
gifts from non-members are a with God for if there is not intercommunion service and baptismal cession, there will be no intervenchalice; fresh flowers for the altar tion. "Kiss the Son. lest He be
es cry week and additional song angry and ye perish from the
books for the increased attend- way." (Psalm 2:121
ance. an altar rail donated and
II. TO OBTAIN DIVINE HELP,
pews from the RIceville Methodist
Church and the Trinity Methodist WE MUST RECOGNIZE THAT
Church in Paris, Tennessee; sta- COMMUNSM EVERYWHERE IS
tionery and printed envelopes; the DIRECTED AGAINST GOD AND
AGAINST CHRISTIAN ORDER
cleaning and carpenter work.
4. The temporary church build- ON THE EARTH. This means a
Junes
Stanley
by
ing was donated
drastic change in national policy.
co Broadway in Sciiith Fulton.
It means that we will trust God
5. The church will officially be- instead of the Soviets.
In recent years strange and alien
come a church Sunday. April 10,
%then Paris District Superintendent sounds have been coming out of
E. J. Diggs will hold the service Washington regarding our relations
for the pastor, Dan E. Underwood. to Soviet Russia. Mr. Walt W.
Charter memberships will be ac- Rostow, Chief of Policy Planning
evr,ed up to and including the in the State Department, has been
Sunday morning service at nine reported as saying that Soviet
Russia might find "the only logical
o'clock. April 10.
6. This has been a wonderful course is to make a common
movement. which has made a • cause with the United States to es,place of worship available to those tablish a minimum framework of
who were in some cases not at- order " (Chicago Tribune, June
(sliding a church anywhere, some 17, 1962.)
The Rostow ideas are the basis
who had not attended for years,
and still others that were driving of America's policy of disarmasome distance to reach a church ment. In order "to relax tensions,"
the Strategic Air Command is
of their faith.
7. We do not feel that it is in right now being dismantled and its
of
names
the
bases closed—a force which Winsgood taste to release
the pledged charter members: ton Churchill said was the only
Sunshielu for the freedom of Western
however, the people teaching
-day School classes are W. W. Jet- Europe. Trade and cultural exton, Sunday School superintendent, change with the Soviets is part of
with teachers Janie Barber, Mar. Untied States policy.
And how have the Soviets reyin Cardwell, Betty Cardwell, Marjory Walker, James Robey, Rev. sponded to these gestures of peace
Paul Cates, Madge Patterson and and good will on the part of the
Mrs. Jerry Davis. Memberships United States? Have the Soviets
will always be welcome, but char- really mellowed? Last November
ter memberships will close April 12, Roman Rudenko, the Attorney
General of the U. S. S. R. equated
10.
American officials with "HitlerThanks,
ites" and indicated he would hang
Mrs. Bill Green
them if he had the power. He said:
Mrs. Joel Bowers, Publicity
"Practically all of the charges presented aginst the Hitierite murderers may be applied to the activities of American militarists curFulton County News
rently murdering peaceful inhabitFulton, Kentucky
ants of Viet Nam .. ."
Dear Editor:
Even more sinister is the recent
As President of the Fulton Band Tricontinental Conference which
Parents Club. 1 want to take this took place in Havana January 3-10
opportunity to thank the people of —a conference which the American
the community who bought tickets Security Council said is more imfor the spaghetti supper and who portant than any in modern times.
so wholeheartedly gave support to Why: Because Soviet Russia AND
the Band.
Red China and delegates from 79
Also thanks are extended to the nations committed themselves to a
Methodist Church for the use of single overriding purpose: namely,
facilities there, E. W. James and "to bring about the overthrow and
Son Super Market for furnishing destruction of all governments
food, Fulton Daily Leader for and all peoples who stand in the
tickets and publicity and also Ful- way of Communist global conton County News and radio station quest." Is this mellowing? The
WFUL.
unly issue between the Soviets and
I personally would like to thank Mao-tse Tung is the issue of when
Mrs. J. A. Poe and Mrs. Glenn and how to use violence. Both are
Veneklasen for the tremendous job committed enemies of the West.
they did as Co-chairman of this
It is time for us to place no
event and all the other Band Par- reliance in the Soviets, and cerents Club members who did such tainly not to depend on them to get
superb jobs.
"peace in Viet Nam." Let our
Special thanks is due to Mrs. Don reliance be in the Lord. If we
Sensing and Mrs. Shelton Owens must offend someone, let it be
for the terrific job they did on -world opinion" and Nasser, Tito
ticket sales.
and the neutrals. Let us not offend
I also want to thank the mem- Almighty God for then our cause
bers of the senior band who work- will not be just and we will be lost.
ed so well in many ways.
We must heed the warning in
Yours truly,
Isaiah 31:1,5.
to them that go down to
"Woe
Billie Bushed
Egypt for help but look not unto
President
One of Israel, neither
Holy
the
Fulton Band Parents Club
seek the Lord!"
"As the birds flying, so will the
Lord of hosts defend Jerusalem,
and defending also He will deliver
it, and passing over He will preserve it."

UK Library Displays
Best Russian Books

The best of the Russian book- LIBRARY CORNER—
makers' art now is on display in
(Continued from page Two)
the main foyer of the University of
Kentucky Library. The exhibition LEGENDS & STORIES)
world itself keeps Easter
"The
producrepresents the best books
Day
ed in the Soviet Union during 1964,
And Easter larks are singing
selected on the basis of design and
And Easter flowers are blooming
typography.
gay
The exhibit was arranged by Dr.
professor
And Easter buds are springing:
Thompson,
La srence S.
Alleluya, Alleluya:
of classics at UK, who received the
The Lord of all things lives
books from the State Lenin Library
anew
in Moscow. In exchange, the RusAnd all His works are rising too:
sian library received sets of the
Hosanna in excelsis." - From
wise-winning volumes selected in
the 1964 Southern and Midwestern "The World Itself" by John Mason
book competitions in this country. Neale.

Seventeen In A Series

Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Hickman was founded in 1843

services reflect the rich liturgical tradition of the Episcopal

by the Rev. Nathaniel Newlin Cowgill, the pioneer Episcopal

Church, as well as a deep biblical commitment. The congregation

priest of Western Kentucky. The Rev. Mr. Cowgill, a one-time

warmly welcomes all'who come to worship with us and to share

Quaker, was ordained -to the priesthood in Danville, Ky., and

the ministry of Jesus Christ to our community.

came west to found not only St. Paul's, but Trinity Church in FulSunday Schoduto:
ton and Grace Church in Paducah.
St. Paul's presently occupies a building erected in 1900, it's
third home. In its 1Z3rd year on

ministering to the people of

10.00 a. m.

Sunday School

11:15 a. m.

Worship Service

Hickman, St. Paul's offers a full schedule of worship services,
Holy Communion every first and third Sunday and on major

Sunday School, an active Women's Auxiliary, as well as the
The Ray, John W. Platt, Pastor

sponsorship of Cub Pack 48 and Explorer Post 48. The worship

feast days.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

Phone 171.3931

Hickman -Fulton Co's. R. E. C.C.

Hornbeak Funeral Home

"Live Better Electrically"

Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Hickman, Ky,

302 Carr St.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your P
Fulton, KY

Kentucky Aye.,

Fulton

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Phone 172.1121

elms Drug Store

Dial 472-1112

Green florist woollen

Cut Rowers

Phone 17213E3

Dial 179.1371

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
se. us for all your Insurance eteeds
231 Main St,

Phone 172-1311

Fulton and South Fulton

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Recall Store"

THE CITIZENS BANK

Lake Street

Dial 472.2421

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 231-2853

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 172-3311

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West Stat• Lbw

Antiques

Fulton, Ky.

Excell•M Feed
Souvenirs
Private dining for 2.50

Phone 172.9088

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, KY.

Union City, Tenn,

South Fulton, Tenn.

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm A Auto Insurance
Farm•es Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472.1351

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tiros, Botterim, minor repairs
Broadway St,

Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio. 218 Commercial Ave.

Phone 179-9E73
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DEATHS

Cancer Crusade Underway; Mn. Mary !Wynn
Chairmen Named In Fulton

Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Jane Wynn were held last Saturday afternoon in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. Ray
Fleming
and
Rev.
LaRoyee
Announcement of the appoint- in the United States under treat- Brown officiating. Burial was in
ment of Mrs. Charles Wade An- ment for cancer. Taking into ac- the Hickman City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wynn, 86, widow of James
drews as Chairman and Mrs. Bill count population growth, the figure
Fossctt Co-Chairman of the Amer- will be about 950,000 men, women A. Wynn, died in the Fulton Hospital
Thursday morning, following
ican Cancer Society's 1966 Crusade and children by 1970 if present
a long illness.
in Fulton, Ky. was made today lay rates continue.
She was a member of the First
Julius Falkolf, Unit Chairman.
Also included in its stepped-up
Baptist Church.
The Preaident said the Crusade program is more funds for, reSurviving are five daughters,
Chairman's long interest in the search—on which so many lives
Mrs. Rozella Smith and Mrs.
fight against cancer would add will depend in the future.
Mrs. Andrews and Mrs. Fossett Lewis Jones of Fulton, Mrs. James
vigor and enthuiasm to the actual
Ledbetter
of Obion, Mrs. Claud
Crusade to help save lives from ,aid they were happy to undertake
cancer and raise funds for re- such a challenging and humani- Gore of St. Louis, Mrs. Frank
tarian assignment. They said they Lindeman of Detroit; four sons,
search, education and service."
Audie Wynn of Detroit, James
Mr. Falkoff said that the new were glad the Society was carry- Wynn of Belleville,
Ill., 0. E.
Chairman's work ahead "will be ing on its tradition of "Tell Your Wynn of Granite
City, Ill., Russell
hard, but it is cut out for them. Neighbor" the facts about cancer Wynn of St. Louis;
two
sisters,
during
Crusade—and
.the
in fact
rhis is an auspicious year."
Mrs. Bennie Smith of Union City
"We are pledged to step up our taroughout the year. People must' anu Mrs. Odie Hickerson
of
Boise,
program to reduce deaths from koow about cancer to act properly: Idaho; one
brother, Jim Dabbs of
cancer and to enlarge the So- and at the proper time.
Unior
iCty,
twenty
grandchildren,
-I am confident with an increasciety's nationwide research efed number of volunteers who want 23 great grandchildren and three
fort "
to serve in a great humanitarian. great-great grandchildren.
Cancer of the uterus, colon and effort, we will accomplish
much," '
rectum, breast, oral cavity, lung, they said.
and skin accounts for over 60 per
If you are willing and anxious to
cent of all cancer cases and almost si rve as a volunteer contact
Mrs.
50 per cent of all deaths from can- Charles Wade Andrews
Raymond Ray Hutchison, of
472-3396 or
cer ui the United States.
Mrs. Bill Fossett 472-1369.
Crutchfield, died Thursday night
Here is an area in which major
Last year the Society raised
Hillview Hospital.
strides can be made now by pres- $989.78 in Fulton, Ky.
Mr. Hutchison, 49, was born in
"I know,"
ent methods of detection and treat- the Chairman said,
"that we can Obion County, the son of Mrs. Lev
ment.
do better in 1966. We need the sup- Goodrich Hutchison and the late
Today there are 870,000 people port of all."
Mr. Hutchison. He was a farmer
in the Moscow Community until
three years ago, when he moved
to Crutchfield. He was a member
DUKEDOM NEWS
of New Hope Missionary Baptist
By Mra, Hlihnaa Westbrook
Church, where funeral services
were held Saturday afternoon, with
burial in Cayce Cemetery HornMrs. Tolbe J. Heath has returnbeak Funeral Home was in charge
ed to her home here, after spendof arrangements.
ing most of the winter with her
Surviving, in addition to his
children in Farmington, Mich.
mother, are his wife, Mrs. Edna
A 41-year-old Martin man died in
Mennice Vincent, who is now Mae Morris
Hutchison; one son,
his flaming automobile Monday
employed in St. Louis, visited with Jerry Ray
Hutchison, of Crutchnight, after the car slammed into a
his mother, Mrs. Maude Vincent. field; two
daughters. Mrs. Joy
piece of construction equipment on
Good Springs C. P. W. had the Marie
Forsythe of Moscow and
a bridge north of Martin.
following in attendance at the
The victim was Fred M. Adams, Presbyterial meeting at Dresden Wanda Mae Hicks of Crutchfield;
one
brother, Earl Wayne Hutchiwho was employed by the Bay-Bee on Tuesday: Messrs. Durell Mcson, of Route 1, Fulton; three silt
Shoe Company in Dresden.
Call, Loyd
Watkins, Thomas . ters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Johnson of
State trooper Archie Rainey bruce, Evie Mitchell, T. L. Ainley, Jasper,
Tenn., Mrs. Genie Dunn
stated that Mr. Adams' car hurled Clive Work, Hillman Westbrook of
Hickman and Mrs. Evelyn
through smudge pots and another and Miss Eunie Wilds.
Guthrie of Memphis, also six
warning device equipped with
Sympathy is expressed to the grandchildren.
blinking lights, then rammed a family of Mrs. B. A. Winston,
who
heavy crane, being used to widen passed away Tuesday at
Jones
the bridge over Obion River, which Hospital after a lengthy
illness.
was parked on the bridge. Both the Funeral and burial were
at Oak
automobile and the crane burned Crewe, where she was
a member.
after the crash.
Coy Harrison has been confined
Mr. Adams is survived by his to his bed on doctor's orders, for: The -following were
patients in
wife; a stepson, John L. High, a heart condition, and Will continue Fulton hospitals on
Wednesday,
with the Air Force at Chanute so for at least another week.
April 6:
Base in Illinois; a foster daughter,
Mrs. John Crews is hospitalizedj
Linda Ann Adams of Martin; his at Jones,
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
but is better at present.'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John M. Mr. Crews
was a patient there' Miss Sara Linton, Mrs. John FaraAdams of Sharon, and a brother,
Saturday night and was able to bough. Mrs_ Norman Wilkerson,
John H. Adams of Martin.
return home Sanday.
Mrs. Bobby Vowell, baby Mrs. Roy
Funeral services were held yesJessie Hedge is in a serious con- Davis, Roy Nethery, Mrs. Garvis
terday (Wednesday lin the Corinth
Holly,
Charles Pawlukiewicz, Mrs.
dition
at
Fulton
Hospital, with litBaptist Church, near Sharon, with
tle hope held out for his recovery. Kenneth Jones, Mrs. Paul Pennell
burial in the church cemetery.
and
baby,
Kenneth Lindsey, Doris
Mr
and Mrs. Terry Bethel and
Doug Murphy Funeral Home of
son have rNurned to make their Algee. Fulton: Mrs. Beatrice ShefMartin was in charge.
fer,
Mrs.
Addle Rhodes, J. H.
home here, after being in Florida
for several years. They are living Harrison, Mrs. Jack Haddad and
baby,
Mrs. Joe Graves, South Fulin the former Tillman Brann place.
Gene Phillips has recently pur- ton; Mrs. Laura Scott, Mrs. Raychased the Bob Durham place and mond Adams, Cayce; Mrs. Ernest
Madding,
Crutchfield:
Calvin
plans to reside there.
Thomas, Mrs. A. C. Bell, DukeThe Pilot Oak Baptist Church
HELP WANTED MALE OR FEdom; Tommy Woodruff, Almus
has
set
April
12
to
16 as the time Williams,
MALE: Rawleigh business availWater Valley; Tommy
able in Fulton Co. or City of Ful- for their Bible Institute. Services Pearce, Wingo: Mrs.
James Will
ton, Hickman and Clinton. Ex- will be held each evening. An- Bobby Pruett, Martin;
S. D. Grisperience unnecessary. Above aver- nouncement of the speakers will som. Route 3, Martin;
Mrs. Wilage earnings. Write
Rawleigh be niade next week.
liam Tray-vs-irk, Bruceton; Jack
Good Springs has again called Groaning, Oakton,
Dept. KY D 1071 240 Freeport, Ill.
Rev. James Westbrook to be the
WANTED — Preferably between revivalist this
year. This date is
JONES HOSPITAL
the ages of 18 and 65: Tire kick- the same as it has
been for many
Mrs. Maggie Rawis, Miss Willie
ers, door stammers, hood lifters, years, the fourth Sunday
in July. Gene Simpson, Ivan
traders, swappers and buyers.
Brady, Mrs.
Harry Lacewell, Mrs. Gwen Coch,I, ply in person at FULTON CAR
ran, Mrs. George Hardy, Sr., FulMART, Highlands, 51-By-Pass.
ton; Lelon Moore, Route 3, Union
City.
TV ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
William Hisey, Mrs. Leonard
Brown, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, G. C.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
Bard, Mrs. L. C. Logan, Mrs. R.
dine arid electric floor polishes
E. Tamer, LaDonna Cannon,
and electric vacuum cleaner. ExThe Kentucky Society for Crip- Pauline Willette, Fulton; Mrs. Agchange Furniture Co.
pled Children, your Easter Seal gie Hopkins, South Fulton; Mrs.
Society, has helped crippled chil- James'W. Hicks, Route I, Fulton;
dren continuously since 1923. A Mrs. Claude Graddy, Mrs. Harry
statewide, voluntary organization, Latta, Route 2, Fulton; Mary L.
it provides needed services for Hawks, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs.
children crippled by such disabili- Thomas Lindsey, Wingo; Mrs.
ties as polio, cerebral palsy, acci- William Gossum, Route 1, Wingo;
SAVE! GET our
dents, birth defects, hearing loss, Jessie Hedge, Mrs. Jodie Hedge,
PACKAGE DEAL speech disorders and many others. Dukedom; Mrs. Arlie Batts,
No other voluntary health agency Crutchfield; Bert Walker, Susan
provides so varied a program for Bostick, Miss Eunice McAlister,
All types of Insurance
those crippled by no many causes. Route I, Water Valley; Mrs. Ida
"Covering Everything
.
Your contribution can help more Cunningham, Mrs. Fred O'Neal,
crippled boys and girls walls, talk Mrs. Buford Walker, Clinton; Ves226 Commercial
and live like other children.
ter Wilkins, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-3503
The Society
maintains and Mary Henderson, Hickman; Gene
Owens,
Dresden; Thomas Higgs,
operates the West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children at Martin; L. M. Louthian, CharlesWE RENT - - Paducah, and many local and Ful- ton Heights, S. C.
ton County children have received
treatment at the Paducah center.
Hospital beds
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Most of the citizens of this section have received a letter from
Baby beds
All creditors having claims
Dr. R. W. Bushart, Fulton County against the estate of John T.
Vacuum Cleaners
Chairman of the Easter Seal cam- Hodges, deceased (or those owing
paign; if you have not answered said estate) are notified to present
Floor polishers
this letter, do not lay it aside, but them to one of the undersigned in
put in your contribution and mall Dukedom, Tennessee, immediately.
WADE F1JRN. CO.
It today. Your contribution Is needMrs. Lillie Hodges
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. ed and will help some crippled
Mrs. Lorene Woodruff
child, who needs help.
Mrs. Hilda Halley

Nursing Home
Care Extended
To Children
Nursing home care has been extended to children in families that
qualify for aid to families with dependent children under State pub.
tic assistance medical care.
Economic Security Commissioner C. Leslie Dawson said the
coange will allow these children to
ieceive ingrain,: home care followog hospitalization.
The commissioner explained that
other State medical care services
were available to dependent children cases, but not nursing home
care, which has usually been associated with the needs of much
older persons.
Changing approaches to hospital

care by the Medical professions
are placing new light on the need
for nursing home services, he said.
"Through a set of readjustments
in our own budget process," Dawson continued, "we have been able
to pull together enough funds to
take this needed action in advance
of the July 1 date, when we had
first planned to activate this new
aere ice.
"We are not certain at this point
is u many cases would be affected
by the extension of nursing home
care, but the relative number
would not be too great for our existuig funds to cover," Dawson
vud.
Thc new nursing home provision
will be applied along these guidelines.
• The individual involved must
be admitted to the nursing home
and there must be no other kind
of care which would better apply
to the case.
• The stay must be on a Jew-

porary basis, which is required
medically following care in a hospital.
• Public assistance caseworkers will inaintain contact with the
patient and the family to make
certain that the parent gives proper attention and supervision to
the child in the nursing home.

Spaghetti Supper
Tonutht (Thursday) is the night
of the spaghetti supper sponsored
by the Band Parents' Club. The
supper will be held in the First
Methodist Church and the proceeds
will be used to purchase new band
instruments.
Tickets are 91.00 for adults and
50c for children under twelve year,
of age The hours are from 5.00
7 30 p. m.

rj

VET REP HIM
H. S. Miles, contact opresentative of the Kentucky Disabled ExService Men's Board, will be at
We Fulton Chamber of Commerce
from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., April
15, to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for benefits due them as a reintt of their
military service.

Subscribe To The News

KINGS UP
The Martin Rotary Club ha,
named Max King, local Florist, incoming President; Lloyd King,
Chemistry Professor at UTMB
sic: President.
TIME TO °ROM
April is the month to order tree
seedlings from the State Depar
meM of Natural Resources.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Now Is Time
To Think Of
Easter Seals

DEWEY JOHNSON

The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton . ..up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live, newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand,
two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and thit means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulton has there been a publication with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and they'll tell you
that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never before. It is selling
more
merchandise because it is reaching more people!
Put your advertising in the Fulton Shopper and listen to your cash
registers play a happy tune!
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week
by THE NEWS
Me Comrnarclal, Fulton, Phon• 472-1600 and IM us
coma ova, and tell
you Its complete story.
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Engagement Of Miss Carol Glisson _ Happy Birthday
To Allen Strawbridge III Revealed
The News takes
following friends:

pleasure

in

Engagement Of Miss Dana Davis To Page 5 The Fulton News, Thursday, April 7, 1966
John Coates Hughes Announced NOTEBOOK--(Continued from Page one)
state flag in the procession of the
choir and clergy at a special prayer service held in Washington at
the National Cathedral. Meredith
is a student there.
The prayer service was one in a
series held for the various States.
It was for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky on April 3.

April 8: Cecil McDaniel, Mary
Sadler, James Robert Putnam;
April 9: Maurice Carr Bondurant,
Steve Green, Pat Hale, Judy
Jones; April 10: Mike Gilbert, C.
D. Parr, Dewain Vaughan; April
11: Bobby Gorman, Barbara
Graves, W. W. McKelvey, Karen
Taylor;

adults and
velve years
um 5.00

Club ha,
Flonst, in.
oyd Kin..
UTMIt

Whole! Chairs, Cruklwsl

April 12: Bob Elliott, James
Kell; April 13: Mrs. Marvin Cardwell, Willie Speight; April 14:
Ginger Lee Cates, Iva Glasco, Mrs.
Ellis Heathcock, Marian Murphy,
William D. Yates, Jr.

16l
order tree
te Depart

I never go to a meeting but that
I do not learn something new. For
instance, did you know that the
American Legion Auxiliary has
wheel chairs, crutches, walkers
and one hospital bed available ..
for free . . if there is a patient
arouad these parts who needs one.
1 haJ an idea this wonderful group
din a lot of wonderful things, but
didn't know about this one.

Rev. Hanna Is
Woman's Club's
Guest Speaker

Ce5

Picture Swap!
Don't know who thought of the
idea of putting those picture compartments in wallets . . . but it
must have been a parent with a
large family, or a grand-parent.
The other night at a meeting I
was sitting next to a gent who
started talking about his family.
He had two children the same age
as ours. Almost instinctively he
pulled out his wallet to show me
ine pictures.
He sure had a wad of them.
Then I took out my sizeable collection. It was like an epidemic.
First thing you know everybody
was showing so many pictures that
we had a hard time putting them
back in the right wallets.

'w•••

Miss Gibson
• Allen Jackson Strawbridge HI will claim Miss
Carol Demarius Glisson as his bride May 29 in First
Baptist Church of Martin, Tennessee.
Their engagement is announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Carroll Glisson of Martin. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jackson Strawbridge of Dresden, Tennessee.

b L.LINIMMINIIIAN

The bride-elect was graduated
from Martin High School and will
ircelie • degree in June from the
University of Tennessee Martin
Brrich. At UTMB she has been
vice rresident and rush chairman
of Chi Omega Sorority, a cheerleader, • member of Pi Sigma
Phi, national honorary society, an
Army ROTC Sponsor, a campus
beauty, and named to "Who's Who
anions! Students in American Colleges and Universities." She was
International Banana Princess an
Fulton, Kentucky, in 1963
Mr. Strawbridge was graduated
from The Webb School in Bell
Buckle. Tennessee, and attended
The University of the South in
Sewanee. Tennessee, where his
fraternity was Kappa Sigma. He

will receive a B. S. degree in June
from the University of Tennessee
Martiz: Branch. where he has been
sports editor of the yearbook, vice
president of the Canterbury Club,
a member of Sigma Tau Delta
English Fraternity, and president
of the Young Republicans. He plans
to enter law school in the fall.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Haywood Glisson of Kenton, and
Mr Chester Ray Adams of Martin
and the late Mrs. Adams. Mr.
Strawbridge's grandparents are
the late Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jackson Strawbridge of Dresden, Asa
the late Mr. and Mrs. Newton Arthur Hardeman of Martin

First Christian Church in Fulton,
made a most inspiring talk at the
Fulton Woman's Club meeting last
Friday afternoon, using 23 his
subject, "The Home, Focal Point
of the Family." He was introduced
by Mrs. S. M. Dellyer, program
chairman for the meeting.
Miss Laura Haley, student of
Mrs. Steve Wiley, played two piano
solos.
Mrs. Bob Morgan, president.
was in charge of the business ses
sion, following which the new officers were installed. They are:
Mrs. William Stokes, president;
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, first vicepresident; Mrs. Robert Morgan,
Miss Davis
third vice-president; Mrs. J. E.
Adolphus M. Davis of Fulton, Kentucky, is today
Fall, fourth vice-president; Mrs.
Ray Fulghum, treasurer, and Mrs. announcing the engagement
and approaching marriage
Arch Huddleston, corresponding
of his daughter, Dana Elizabeth ,to John Coates Hughes,
secretary.
Mrs. Morgan thanked the mem- son of Mrs. Gene K. Hughes and the late Mr. Hughes of
bers for their cooperation during Union City, Tennessee. Miss Davis is the
daughter of
her term as president, and a rising
the late Mrs. A. M. Davis.
vote of thanks was given her as
appreciation for her work.
Miss Davis is a graduate of Fulton High School. She
Following the meeting, assorted
party cookies and spiced tea were is presently attending Murray State University, where
served by the hostesses, Mrs. War- she is a junior, majoring in elementary education.
ren Graham, Mrs. Mildred FreeMr. Hughes is a graduate of South Fulton High
man, Mrs. Ben Davis and Mrs.
Van Latta, with Mrs. Stokes, the School. He attended Lubbock
Christian College and
incoming president, pouring tea.
Harding College. He

The club collect was given by
Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell as the inyucation. Mrs Nelle Lowe gave
the welcome address, which was
responded to by Ruth Parsons of
Paducah.
Mrs. Barnette Pigue, director of
District I, introduced Mrs. Culver,
who was the speaker for the evening, using as her subject "Leadership." After her talk, Mrs. Anna
Belle Edwards: in the absence of
the Banana Festival President,
Mrs. Jo Westpheling. presented
Mrs Culver with a Top Banana
award.
The meeting closed with the
emblem benediction.

Duke Ellington Ken Bowfin On
Is Scheduled
Dean's List At
Al Amphitheatre U Of Alabama
High school students attending
the Murray State University Summer Speech Institute, June 26 July
23, will attend a concert by Duke
Ellington and Ms Orchestra as a
part of the evening cultural program.
The Ellington Orchestra currently scheduled for the Kenlake Amphitheater on July 14, will be •
highlight in a series of evening
programs featuring • variety of
entertaining and educational activities.
Although students attending the
Institute will spend two hours each
day studying speech fundamentals,
voice, and diction; two hours studying radio announcing, debate, discussion, oral interpretation, parliamentary procedure, or public
speaking; and one hour in directed
reading or practice, they will have
time for recreation.
Prof. William Holt of the Murray
State University Recreation Department will supervise a recreation program for the Institute that
includes a wide range of activities
from swimming to archery.
Students who have already registered for the institute are from
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri, according to Dr. Clyde
Varies, director.

University, Alabama — Ken G.
Bowlin has been named to The
Dean's List of exceptional students
for the first semester of the current
academic year at the University
of Alabama in Tuscaloosa. The
announcement was made by Dean
of Admissions Hubert E. Mate.
To be eligible for the Dean's
List at the University, a student
must compile a 2.5 average out of
a possible 3.0 Bowlln's average
for the semester was 2.75.
Bowhn is a senior in the University's College of Arts and Sciences where his major in English.
He is a candidate for a Bachelor
of Arts .degree at the May commeneement exercises. At the University, he is a member of Phi
Eta Sigma fraternity and the Student National Education Association. He graduated from South
Fulton High School in 1962 and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Bowlin, West State Line, South Fulton,
Tennessee.

MULLINS NAMED

Harold Mullins, former Fulton
resident and Fl-IS graduate, has
assumed the superintendency of
the Memphis Division of the
He graduated here in 1941 and
went to wort as a brakeman in
Deadline for registration will. be 1941.
May 15.

"Wit Ulm Bananas"

Sunset Drive-In

PAY UPI
'Tell it to the Judge' is an old
phrase everyone's heard but some
drivers here it first hand from
police officers every day. Kentucky State Troopers write over
100.000 citations a year and well
over 60,000 drivers pay fines and
have points lodged against their
records. Don't foul up your record
with bad driving habits, warns the
Kentucky Department of Public
Safety. Most people don't appreciate their driving privilege until it's
too late.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

NO RACING!

Your car may be hot, but the
State Division of Driver Licensing
takes a cold view of racing on public highways'. Conviction for racing
means automatic license suspension. Don't be in a hurry to lose
your driver license, warns the
It's good to have a Mogan, but Kentucky Department of Public
it's better to perform.
Safety.

Call or visit

YOUR UNITED FLORISTS
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Carr and Commercial 472-1577

MAC AND FATE FLOWER SHOP
479-2811

Collinwood

JOY LYNN FLOWER SHOP
Walnut Street 472-1316

BILLY AND ANN'S FLOWERLAND
Commercial Ave.

472-1264

Then at 9:25
Walter Slezak-Bryan Russell

Emil and the Detectives
Sat. April 9
Three Features
Starts at 7:52
Davey Davison Michael Mikler

War Party
Then at 10:15

King Rat
and at 11:27
Robert Hossein-Lea Massari
Sun-Mon April 10-11
Double Feature
Starts at 7:57
Walt Disney's

Cinderella
Then at 9:22
Burl Ives - Beulah Bondi

So Dear To My Heart
Clewed Tuos-Wed,

Elks Club Installs
New Officers Monday

DIAL 472-1997

is presently with the United States
Navy in San Francisco, California.

The Fulton County Homemakers'
schedule for April is being announced today. It is as follows:
April 7 - Leader training school
Phyliss Crocker and Anna Marie
with Mrs. Charles Adams in Rush Stewart
have been named as the
Creek community at 9:00 a. m.; recipients
of the loan scholarships
April 12 - Bennett Homemakers offered
by the Fulton County
Club with Mrs. Bill Fenwick at Medical
Auxiliary.
10:30 a. m , Central Homemakers
Phyliss is the daughter of Mr.
Club with Mrs. Lucian Isbell at
10- 30 a. m., Rush Creek Home- and Mrs. V. 0 Crocker of Fulton
makers Club, place and time not and is a graduate of Fulton High
School in the class of 1965. She
yet named;
April 19 - Western Homemakers is presently in school at Memphis
State
University and plans to
Club with Mrs. Hubert Welsh at
1:30 p. m., No. 9 Lake Homemak- transfer to the University of Keners with Mrs. Kathryn Walker at tucky for the summer session.
7:30 p. m.; April 14 • Fulton Home- She will enter the College of Nursmakers Club with Mrs. L. M. Mc- ing in Lexington in the fall.
Bride at 10:30 a. m.; April 15 Anna Marie, daughter of Mr.
Mansell Color Workshop at Pales- and Mrs. Hewitt Stewart of Hicktine community building at 9:30 man, will be graduated from Fula. m., Palestine Homemakers at ton County High School this year.
community building at 10:30 a. m., She has been accepted at the St.
Fast Hickman Homemakers with Joseph School of Nursing in MemMrs. Hattie M. Hughes at 3:30 phis and will begin her schooling
p. in.;
there in the fall.
April 18 - Phillips Homemakers
with Mrs. Willie Lee Coleman at
4:00 p. m.; April 19 - Crutchfield
Homemakers at Harmony Church
at 10:90 a. m., Victory HomemakBetween Martin A Union City
ers with Mrs. H. C. Brown at 10:30
a. m ; April 20 - Hickman HoeneThur-Fri. April, 7-8
makers at clubroom at 10:30 a. m.,
Double Feature
Sasfrass Ridge Homemakers with
Mrs. Susie Winters at 7:30 p. m.,
Starts at 7:52
April 20 - Opportunity Group
Dorothy McGuire-Fess Parker
Meeting with Mrs. Alzada Bond at
Old Yeller
10:30s. m.

BOB PIGUE RETIRES
Bob Pigue, 75, a native of Water
Valley and long-time sportswritei
with Memphis newspapers, retiree;
last week as sports editor of the.
Memphis Press-Scimitar.

New officers of the Fulton Elk,
Lodge, installed at the regulai
meeting Monday night are: Char
tea Schrader, exalted ruler; Gleru
Worley, secretary; Kenneth Tyner
leading knight; Dr. H. D. Crocker
loyal knight; M. B. Graves, lectur
ing knight; Ellis Beggs, tiler; Ra3
Campbell, inner guard; W. S
Mantle, chaplain, Vaughn StephREFRESHING VISITORSI
ens, esquire.
It is possible in the annals of this
Trustees are C. S. Hastings
southern area that a more attrac- Leos
Rice and J. F. Green.
tive group of people have visited
here in one "congregation," but I
have my doubts.
Lillian Cook Cate invited members of her Nashville sewing circle
to visit here for a round of gay
Storm Doors
Insulation
activities last week, and it was my
Siding-Roofing
Windows
privilege to spend some time with
them after a hard press day last
Awni
FHA Terms
Wednesday. Honestly, I was truly
shocked, at the uniformity of their
good looks, sparkling personalities,
handsome attire and bubbling enamsiasm for just about everything
anybody could talk about.
13111 Taylor
400 Main
Their visit started with a congenial gathering at the home of Wommiamwoma -.

An early June wedding is being planned.
Fulton County
State President Of B&PW Clubs Homemakers
Medical Auxiliary
Guest Speaker At Meeting Here
Schedule
Awards Students
Two Scholarships

Special guests at the Fulton.
South Fulton Business and Professional Women's Club seventh anni•
versary meeting, held at Park
Terrace Tuesday night, were Mrs.
Henrietta Culver, state president
from Henderson; Mrs. Gaynelle
Slum, state second vice-president
from Madisonville; Miss Virginia
McCaslin, out-going district director from Princeton, and Mrs. Horace Reams, whose home was open
for the club during the Yuletide
tour of homes.
In addition to members from the
local club and their guests, the
Union City, Mayfield and two Paducah clubs were represented.

Miss Gertrude Murphey, where all
gatherings are interesting and
fun. Then Lillian took them ti
dinner at her home to dine wit!.
fur father N. G. Cooke. Thursday
morning Jean Sensing and Abbe)
McBride invited them for brunet
at the home of Jerry Atkins. Latet
in the morning the group went ti
the homes of Katherine Atkins ass
Betty Weaks to visit for a spel
and then on to lunch at the Derb!
Cafe with Lillian as their hostess
There's no doubt about it . .
the gals had a fine time, but Vu]
ton hostesses had an even better
cue meeting such gay and charm
jog folks.
And here they are:
Mrs. Lewis Bright, wife of a for
mer Fultonian, Mrs. Ed Graham
Mrs. Richard Norvell, Mrs. Willi,
Haynes, Mrs. Charles Byrn, Mrs
Harold Clark, and Mrs. Sidney
Tompkins, Jr. Three other moot
Mrs of the club were unable to at
tend.

QUALITY FLOWERS
QUALITY SERVICE
FREE

DELIVERY

Flowers . . . the natural gift . . .
Nature's own Easter finery to adorn
the great day and to express it's
spirit beautifully!

Easter
Corsages,
Too!

a
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Veterans Of "Cold War" Are Eligible For GI Bill Benefits
The
Veterans
Readjustment
Benefits Act of 1986 which was
signed into law Thursday, March
3, 1906, by President Johnson provides a permanent program of
benefits to veterans who have served or who will serve in the U. S.
Armed Forces since January 31,
1955. Chief among theme benefits
will be education, borne loan guaranty and the extension of Veterans
Administration hospital benefits
on the (same priority basis as for
wartime veterans.
Thus, approximately four million veterans (about 50,000 in Kentucky) discharged from the service since January 31, 1955, ranging from "Cold War" veterans to
those now on duty in Viet Nam,
become eligible for benefits somewhat &ander to thole granted the
Veterans of World War II and the
Korean Conflict. At the same time,
provision has been made for 600,000 additional veteran. (about
8,000 in Kentucky) who will be returning to civilian life each calendar year to participate in the same
benefits. In all cases, to be eligible
the veterans must have discharges
that are other than dishonorable
and they must not already have
used up their eligibility under previous programs.
All the new benefits, with the
exception ol the Educational Asstatance Program, went into effect
Immediately upon the President's
aiming of the Bill The Educational Assistance provisions will go
into effect on June 1, 1966. The
benehts established by the new
law are: Educational assistance,
home and farm loans, medical
care, job counseling, job placentent. Federal employment preference and the issuance of burial
flag. A to...!
- summary of each follows
Education. Veterans ..h mare
than 180 days active duty, any part
of which occurred on or after February I. 1955. will be eligible for
one month of college, vocation or
similar education for each month
or fraction of a month on active
duty . Those taking full.time courses will receive $100 per month If
they have no dependents. $125 a
month with one dependent: and
$150 a month with more than one
dependent. Proportional rates will
be paid for part-time courses. The
Income of the veteran will not be
considered Application blanks and
full information will be available
at VA Offices and at colleges and
educational centers sometime in
April, well In advance of the Junis
1. 1966, starting date.

of their last discharge from active
VA guaranteed loans will be
service to coroolete their courses. made at 1-2 percent interest rate.
However, the first cutoff date will
The new law authorizes the Adnot be until Mar' ^ lt`74.
ministrator of Veterans Affairs to
In
establish an inhered rate as he
11,500 --'-ins for veterans'
educational assistance during the determines the requirements of
ensuing year; about 9,500 will en- the loan market, but not to exceed
ter training with an average the rate in effect for loans insured
monthly enrollment of about 4,000. by the Federal Housing AdminisThis will result in about $6,000,000 tration. A one-time non-recurring
direct benefits during the first fee not to.exceed one-half of one
percent of the loan amount is payyear of operation of the law.
able by the veteran but may be
Lean P
. Veteran . with included in the loans and collected
more than 180 days of active duty by the lender. However, it must be
will be eligible for VA guaranteed remitted to the Veterans Adminishome or farm loans or VA direct tration before a guaranty certifihome loans in areas where such cate may be nand. In the direct
loans are authorized. Ninetysix loan program, the new law raises
counties in Kentucky are eligible the maximum loadpoasible from
areas. They will have instil ton $15,000 to $17,500. Veterans with
ears after the date of their lett unused and unexpired World War
discharge from active service plus II or Korean Conflict entitlement
one year additional for each three- will have that previous entitlement
month period of active service to cancelled and will become eligible
make such a loan, with a maxi- under the new law alone However,
mum deadline date of twenty during the period their cancelled
years after the date of discharge entitlement would have been availfrom the qualifying service. For able, such veterans not only need
those veterairs who have already not pay the statutory guaranty or
been out of the service for a period direct loan fee under the new law
of years, • minimum entitlement but they may alao secure loans for
date has been set at ten years.
business purposes as well as for

Federal Funds Help
500 Students At UK

HEAT DOES IT
Temperature rather than light influences many physiological processes in plants. For instance,
corn will grow at night if the weather is warm enough to enlarge and
elongate cells.

The maximum period allowed
will be 36 months but this may be
reduced by die amount of educehone' assistance previodsly received under a VA educational program Since the program starts by
law on June 1, 1966. there can be
no retroactive payments. There is
no deadline date to enter upon the
educational program and veterans
will have eight years from the date
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation lid Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
0. Powers
Phone 472.1851
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makes provisions for job counseling and job placement, both of
these under the auspices of the
Veterans Employment Service of
the U. S. Department of Labor;
and _Civil Service preference in
Federal employment. Presumptive
service - connection for certain
chronic disabilities is algo provided under the law. A United States
flag will be provided for use at the
funeral of veterans who have served after January 31, 1955, to be
retained by the next of kin.
The Louisville Regional Office
will add approximately 25 employees due to increased workloads
resulting from this legislation.
Veterans interested in the educational benefits are reminded that
they cannot start any courses unlit after June 1, 1966, and it will
not be until mid-April that the
proper forms and instructions will
be ready.
Veterans who believe they are
eligible for any of these benefits
except for the Educational Assistance program can write, visit or
telephone the Veterans Adminiatration Regional Office, 1405 West
Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky
40201. The telephone number is
Other Benefits. The new law also 502-582-5811.

Cold War Vets

A grant of $201,600 to the University cf Kentucky from the U. S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare will pay up to half of
next year's schooling costs for
doout 500 UK students. The funds
are :armarked for students who
would be unable to enter or remain
in coiiege without such financial
assistance.
Thc grants are available to both
en:erne freshmen and to students
Weedy enrolled at the University.
The amount of each grant will be
based on the need of the individual
student, but may not exceed BOO
student.

Answers to Dunk on

home and farm purposes. We expect to guarantee or make about
1,200 loans in Kentucky under this
law during the next year. Most of
the loans will be guaranteed rather
than direct.
Both die Educational Assistance
and Loan Guaranty provision of
the new law will apply to those
persons who remain in the service
after two years of military duty.
Medical Care. Veterans who
have served after January 31, 1955,
will be eligible for admission to
VA hospitals on the same basis as
wartime veterans. The priorities
are:
First — Veterans with serviceconnected disabilities have top
priority for admission;
Second—Veterans with serviceconnected disabilities but who are
seeking treatment for some other
ailment will be admitted as beds
are available;
Third—Veterane without service.
connected disabilities may be admitted to VA hospitals if (1) hospitalization is deemed necessary,
(2) they are financially unable to
defray the cost of the hospitalization, arid (3) beds are available.

Phone 235-7293

LET'S LOOK Get Priority
In State Jobs
IT OVER
FRANKFORT - - remarkable"
—
"Altogether
"most productive"—"one of the
best."
Phrases such as these were
among those used by state newspapers to describe the 1966 General Assembly.
I am pleased that these expressions not only bear out but really
improve on my earlier summation
that the regular session ending
March 18 was both rewarding and
satisfying.
I have not had an opportunity to
real all the state's newspapers, I
must admit, but from those I have
been the reaction to what was done
has been generally good.
In the Richmond Daily Register,
former Gov. Keene Johnson, a coowner wrote:
"There were bills of major importance enacted. The civil rights
law was wise legislation. We are
glad that the proposed revision of
the State Constitution is to be submitted to a vote of the people as
a result of legislative approval..."
The Paducah Sun-Democrat of
March 22 said:
"The record . . . as summed up
in the impressive list of major
legislation enacted by the 1966
General Assembly session, promises to be one of the best in Kentucky's modern history .
"It includes controls of water
and air pollution, motor vehicle inspection, the fairest congressional
redistricting bill in the nation, reform of the Council of Public Higher Education by placing its policymaking entirely in the hands of
laymen, control of some gambling
operations of pinball interests, and
long-needed reform of the law of
garnishment."
The Louisville Courier-Journal of
March 20 observed
"It was an altogether remarkable
session. Laws passed that no one
would have dared to introduce a
few years ago. Others were enacted that have been submitted time
and *gain only to be blocked .
"Nothing was more surprising
than the ease with which the LegKentucky's
realigned
islature
seven congressional districts in the
Interest of fair representation for
Jefferson County . . .
"The same thing could be said
of the civil rights bill and the stripmine measure. There were warnings that they were too hot to

Veterans of the cold war—an
estimated 50,000 in Kentucky—
will be entitled to priority handling
from now on for their job application at State employment offices.
State EPONYMIC s2curity Commissioner C. Leslie Dawson said
that veterans employment representatives and other interviewers
and counselors in the 24 local offices of the Kentucky employment
service will give veterans preference to ex-service men and women
who served in active duty in the
Armed Forces after Jan. 31, 1955,
and who were discharged or separated under conditions other than
dishonorable.
Dawson said that almost 70 per
cent of these veterans right now
are between 25 and 34 years of
age, and the remainder are from
20 to 24. The Veterans Administration estimates that about 8,000
Kentuckians yearly are being discharged, the majority of whom fall
in the 20-24 age group.
"This means that our cold war
veterans are also prime prospects
tot trainMg under the Manpower
Development and Training Act,
and will be given preference in selection for these courses in the
future," the commissioner said.
Dawson also announced that veterans employment representatives
will be added to Kentucky's two
Youth Opportunity Centers, at Louisville and Covington. These will
serve the younger veterans who
fall within the 16-21 age range
eligible for the specialized attention given in the centers.
Furnishing coordination for Kentucky veterans visiting the State
employment service offices is Robert M. Barnes, Frankfort, who represents the U. S. Department of
Labor and is attached to the Kentucky agency.
Further information on veterans
services may be obtained from local employment services offices.
The office serving Calloway, Fulton, Hickman and Graves Counties
is located in Mayfield at 319 S.
Seventh St.

handle and could result in legislative chaos. But they were passed,
and the legislature moved on to
other matters."
The Henderson oteaner-Journal
in an editorial on March 22 said in
part:
"The most encouraging aspect
about the 1986 Kentucky legislative session is that legislators, for
the most part, acted responsibly.
"There was a minimum of
bickering.
"Republicans and Democrats got
along pretty well.
- passed—
"This most historic act
was the decision to ask the voters
in November to approve a new
State Constitution. Agreement en
this subject indicates that the
Constitution may have a good
chance of passage This is in
sharp contrast to the political
maneuvering of years gone by that
has stilled any action on a new
Constitution."
On March 23, The Lexington
Herald, under the heading "A Session of Accomplishment", said:
"The 1966 session of the Kean
lucky General Assembly will go
down in history as one of accomplishment . .
"Legislation that will have a farreaching effect on Kentucky's future was passed . . and members
of the General Assembly are to be
congratulated on their willingness
to lay aside politics and approve
measures that will make Kentuclf?
a great state."
Of interest to me and probably
to others, also, was an article in
the March 20 New York Times. In
part it said:
"The 1966 biennial session of the
Kentucky General Assembly ended
yesterday (March 18) as one of the
most productive in recent history.
"The legislators passed about a
dozen major bills, some of which
will have far-reaching effects in
the development of the state."
For my part in developing and
helping to passage many of these
DEFINITION
important pieces of legislation, I
Supermarket: A place where you
am more than pleased with the
travel farther than your money.
favorable editorial notices. And I
—Bulldozer, San Bruno, Cal.
am proud that the state's press
has commended what was, to me,
a most commendable General Assembly.
Note: This "Let's Look It Over"
was written before I left on a postlegislative vacation. The next will
follow my return to Frankfort.
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College Students Offered
Selective Service Tests
Applications for the Selective
Service Qualification Test to be
given on May 14, May 21, and June
3, 1966, are now available to college students and high school Ben.
iors at the Selective Service local
boards throughout Kentucky, Col.
Everette S. Stephenson, State Director of Selective Service for
Kentucky, announced today.
The test will be given at 1,200
locations in all fifty states, Puerto
Rico, and the Canal Zone, In Kentucky the test will be offered at the
following schools:
Union
College, Barbourville;
Western Kentucky State College,
Bowling Green; Centre College of
Kentucky, Danville;
Kentucky
State College, Frankfort; Univer-sity of Kentucky, Lexington; University of Louisville, Louisville;
Morehead State College, Morehead; Murray State College, Mar.
ray; Brescia College, Owensboro;
Paducah Junior College, Paducah;
Pikeville College, Pikeville; Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond; Cumberland College, Williamsburg; and Berea College,
Berea.
Scores made on the test will provide local boards with evidence of
aptitude for continued undergraduate and graduate study. The
scores will not of themselves determine eligibility for deferment,
but are considered with other information by the boards in determining whether to defer individual
registrants for further study.
Applications for the test must be
postmarked no later than midnight,
Saturday, April 23. An applicant
registrant can take the test only
once. Eligible students many also
obtain information about the test
from any local board.
Admission to the testing room is
limited to those applicants who
hold both a Ticket of Admission
and a Test Center Address Card,
Col. Stephenson said. He added, an
applicant failing to report to the
examination center on time, irrespective of the reason will not be
admitted.
For the first time since the College Qualification Test has been
given, high school seniors will be
permitted to take the examination,
Cot. Stephenson said. He emphasized that it is not mandatory for
a young man planning to enter col-

Paris Fir All Electric
Shavers Al:

lege to take the test but it woule
be to his advantage to have deb
additional information in his file
for classification purposes.
The State Director pointed ou!
that a test score in the file wil,
give the local board an additions.
piece of important information lv
use in determining whether z
registrant is eligible for a studen:
deferment.

SHOW MON E Y I
The Kentucky Department o'
Agriculture .allocates a total o
$54,000 annually for national show:
and sales for each of the five ma
jor dairy breeds and the four bee;
breeds. ,
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ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

FOR LEASE
MODERN 2-BAY
ASHLAND SERVICE STATION
Ideal location in heart of Fulton business district.
Investment can be tailored to individual. Company
paid training. Most equipment can be furnished.
Call W. T. Templeton, Clinton, 0L3-3121, or
Write W. R. Palmer, Box 606, Mayfield

By Mort Walker

You4.

Prizes..1
Save

Money, Teel

Mons Sults

ERS

IF YOU LET
US DO
YOUR
r
CLEANING c

Mean

95c

Trousers
SOc

Finished Shirts
(hangar er fold2.5c
ed

(Shirts Bitaistiru ly

HAPPY DAY CLEANERS
201 W.StaM Line

Phone 479-9074

Action People know how to save time,steps.
wear and tear. They shop the Yellow Pages.
A complete buyers' guide, it shows you
where to find any product, any service you
want. Points out the most convenient place
for you to shop. Why don't you foin the
Action People? Shop the Yellow Pages.
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SECRETARY RUSIC—
(Continu•d Prom Pato One)
Travel or under the Leader and
Specialist program, that these
may attend the Festival during
the course of their travel in the
-U. S. Unlike last year, we are giving the posts ample lead time in
the hope that some such arrangement can be worked out.
Grantees routed through Fulton
at the time of the Festival will be
well received and perhaps can associate tbeinselves with the exhibits of their particular countries
at the Festival.
RUSK
Drafting date: 3-23-66
Contests and Classification approved by: CU/ARA - J. Manuel
Espinosa
Drafted by: H. A. Sylvester
RADIO STATION
WENK
Union City Broadcasting Co., Inc
March 29, 1968
President, International Banana
Festival
Fulton, Kentucky

Virgil Yates Named
1966 Park Director

Banana Festival's Top Supporter Gets Promotion

A dynamic, energetic and extremely able young
man, whose efforts "sold" the value of a Banana FestiMembers of the Board of Three- val in the twin cities to the banana industry, has been
tors of Twin Cities Youth, Inc., given a well deserved promotion
by the Standard Fruit
re-elected Virgil Yates, principal and
Steamship Company. C. E. "Larry" Metcalfe, who
of Cayce Elementary School, park
worked
quietly with Nathan Wade, local furniture dealdirector for the 1966 season.
Cheryl Kay unnerwood, Fulton er, for months before definite plans were made to stage
High School senior, was named as- a Festival is now the Top Banana
of Marketing Services
sistant director and will be in for
Standard Fruit, the second largest banana importer
charge of the girls' softball proin the world.
gram.

Concession rights were granted
to the Fulton Jaycees and they will
be assisted by Explorer Post 43.
500 ACRES DESTROYED
Some 500 acres of woodlands in
Graves County—plus six buildings—
have been destroyed during the
past week. The State Forestry division calls the continuing West
Kentucky fire danger "explosive",
urging extreme caution.
'Bananas Are G•••••I"

Larry, as he is affectionately and widely known in
the banana industry was the first person to capture the
merits and the value of a Banana Festival after Nathan
had explored every avenue to stage such an event in the
twin cities.
Nathan Wade can be rightfully
called the :Tether of the Banana
Festival;" and Larry Metcalfe is
the godfather. For it was Larry
who coordinated the local efforts
with the National Banana Association and later with other important segments of the banana indus-

Dear Jo,
How can I ever thank you for the
opportunity you afforded me to go
with you to Washington, D. C. last
week to represent the Tennessee
side of the 1966 International Banana Festival?
I feel that I gained valuable
knowledge
enormous
the
of
"foundation" work that is of absolute importance to the success
of the Banana Festival. Had I not
been with you in Washington. I
could never have imagined all the
endless conferences, and meetings,
with Government Personnel in the
Congress, Senate and in the State
Department. Now I realize that it
is only through dedicated, hard
work that the goal can be obtained. It was also a thrilling experience to see how genuinely these
persons demonstrated their interest in the Banana Festival and in
your presentation of it.
Thank you again, Jo, and the
Banana Festival Board, for a week
which I shall never forget. Please
know that I want to help with this
year's Festival in any way that I
can do so.
Very sincerely yours,
'Cite Sauvigne'
Woman's Program Director

SENATOR COOPER—
(Continued frem Pate One)
A veteran of World War It, he
has been a member of the Kentucky House of Representatives,
Pulaski County Judge, and Circuit
Judge of the 29th Judicial District,
delegate to the United Nations, advisor to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, and Ambassador to
India. He also served on the Presidential Commission appointed by
President Johnson to investigate
the assassination of President Kennedy. In 1960, he was selected by
the Capitol press as the ablest Republican in the United States Senate. In 1965 he was selected as one
of two Senators for the annual
award of the American Political
Science Association,
Senator Cooper has been a member of the Senate Labor Committee, and has continued a strong
interest in this field, as well as in
education. He has pushed for
school libraries, rural electrification, economic development, aid to
Appalachian and other areas of
Kentucky which need assistance to
bring in job-creating new industries. He has supported laws to
h,%p those among the unemployed
who are capable to be trained for
new jobs. Senator Cooper in the
last four months has visited Vietnam twice, and he has continued
to call an honorable and just end
to the war by negotiation.

try.
Already a Top Banana in the
hearts and appreciation of the twin
cities, Larry is now the top director of marketing services for
his fine company, which has been
an enthusiastic and financial sup-

Citizens Security 1.ife Insurance
Company, incorporated in Kentucky last year, has shown an
operating profit after five months
of operations—an accomplishment
unprecedented in this state.
A financial report just presented
at the Owensboro based company's
first annual meeting of stockholders indicated a profit of $3,140.82
on operations from October 2, 1965
through March 20, 1966.
J. D. Butler, company president,
noted that it is usually the seventh
or eighth year before a new insurance company breaks into the profit column. Citizens Security made
headlines last year when it placed
stock in excess of $4 million in less
than six months time—twice 83
large as the starting capital of any
previously
launched
Kentucky
based insurance firm.
Butler said that figures for net
production during the first five
months exceeded $8 million, with
71 per cent of the annual premium
collected at the time of sale. The
company was incorporated January 29, 1965. Its sales force now
exceeds 80.

Bruce Paschal, Vice PresidentMaziteting, made the announcement of the appointment of C. E.
Metcalfe as Director of Marketing
Services, Paul Yoder as Sales Promotion Manager, Morris H. Toppita as Market Research Manager,
and A. J. Rizzo, Assistant to Director of Marketing Services.
In his new position, Metcalfe will
direct the activities of the Sales
Promotion,
Market
Research,
Sales Administration and Technical
Service Departments of the Company. Standard Fruit is one of the
tatIon's largest importers and distributors of bananas with marketing activities extending throughout
the U. S. and Canada. and 30 dis.

trict sales offices located in major
cities.
Prior to assuming his new post.
Metcalfe had been Manager of
Standard's Advertising and Sales
Promotion Department. He is a
native of South Barre, Mass., and
a graduate of 'T'ulane University.
He joined Standard in 1958 as a
customer service representative,
after several jeers with the American Woolen Company in Massachusetts as a production engineer.
He is married to the former
Ruth McCullough et Saco, Maine,
and they have a son, Mark, 4.
Yoder 03/ joined Standard in
1961 as a sales promotion represen.
tame after a management training position with the International
Salt Company in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
He is a native of New Orleans
and a graduate of Thiene University, where he earned a B. B. A.,
with a major in advertising. He is
married to the former Patricia
Buchan.) of Guayaquil, Ecuador,
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Bonnet From AT?
We don't sell Easter bonnets but...
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Are we implying that ALP has the lowest prices
on all items all the time?

imseacrso 6 14

No!
There is no store that can make that claim.

Up

What we are saying is:
if you're interested in yourtotal foal bill,
If you're looking for the best values
for your food dollar, A&P is the store for you.

Good Buys on Fine Groceries'
SPECIAL LAPEL

ALP YELLOW CLING

ALP Coffee
-SAVE 144
2 781
LI $139

It's a little late for this year's Faster bonnet,
but start shopping A&P this week, anyway.
It won't be long before
96nteba:1y is the house will need a new pair of shore.

KRAFT

Is this a good reason for shopping ALP? It's vase of many.
f10,16W(M1401mor.TATIAMVAMWOM11.04.W
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Kleenex
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Crisco
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IT'S FUN!...IT'S FREE!...IT'S EASY!

STRIKE 11 RICH
AT A&P•••
START PLAYING

• Simply pick up your FREE copy sill. n.m AWARDS
& P18115 game cord of your ALP store. Pictured on
game used am 48 ALP products, With every ALP your
visit
you receive 1 fr. c.cealed set of 1 AWARDS Si PRIZES
game slips. Cut off the edges of wok strip to reveal
Km
pictures of 1 ALP Brand Products. locos. these products
on your gome cord ond you're on your way to becoming
on AWARDS & PRIZES gams winner.
When you fill a %Haigh, lino of 7 products horixontolly,
vertically or diogo.11y on your gar. card you win o
cosh prize up to 31000.00.
Take your winning slips to ALP. After they hove b.n
verified, you will receive your prize from the manager.
os simple os that! NOTE: THE CENTER
OF
YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO HELPMOCK
YOU WIN.

-4F

EXTRA BONUS! Foch week we will print Extra AWARDS & PRIZES
slips in our newspaper ods. Wohh for these ads! Cut out and
PLAY IT LIKE BINGO! game
use these EXTRA gome slips together with oll the game
slips you
receive at our stores to win your shore of prises. Start with
the 4
extio game slips in this odl Enter all 4 on your AWARDS PRIZES,,,.go,,. card and you or. on your way to winning Cash Priz.1
NEW SOFT MARGARINE
KRAFT MARGARINE LIQUID DETERGENT
POT CLEANERS
CEREAL FLAKES

Blue Bonnet
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513..201:1,500992
c .::." 89c 3,89t 2 T.b.„.45c 2 1p,..Lb 49c
-Lb.

Limas..,2

THE EXCITING NEW SHOPPING GAME THAT
GIVES YOU 2 GAME SLIPS AT A TIME—NOT
JUST 1—TO HELP YOU WIN MORE PRIZES
1

WARDS
PRIZES

TEA BAGS

Pen

SUNNYBROOK

WINVt:$1000,,
C,
11
WP THESE EXTRA PRIZE SLIPS!
TO HELP YOU WIN...

I °'

A_RP
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SATURDAY, APRIL 911.

Citizen's Life
Makes Record
For Profits

porter of the Festival.
Here is the release sent to the
News from New Orleans last week:
Standard Fruit and Steamship
Company today announced the
advancement of four marketing
executives to new positions in the
Company's Home Office in New
Orleans.

and they have two daughters,
Yvonne, 4 and Leah, 2,
Toppila (32) joined standard in
1965 as Assistant Manager of the
Market Research
Department.
Prior to his association with Standard. he had been a market analyst
with Eastern Airlines in New York
City.
He is a native of Redfield, South
Dakota and a graduate of Black
Has State College, with a B. 5,
in Business. He holds an M. S.
in Marketing and Economics from
the University of North Dakota.
He is married to the former Jerry
Clauaer of Deadwood, S. D. and
they have two children, Brian, 4
and Stacey, 1.
Rizzo 27) Joined Standard in
1965, after having served as information officer with the U. S. Air
Force in Duluth, Minnesota.
He is a native of New Orleans
and a graduate of Thiene University, with • B. A. in Journalism.
lie is married to the former Kay
Anderson of Romeo. Michigan, and
they have two children, Laura,
2 1-2 and Steven, 8 months.
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State To Enlarge
Reelfoot State Park
- State Conservation Commissioner DonNASHVILLe.
ald M. McSween saki today that speciticaticies are being pre,
pared for a contract to begin development of the new Obion
county portion of Reelfoot Lake State Park.
The Oblon county portion of the park consists of some 200
acres of land north of Samburg on what actually is the delta of

and sills for signs of
termites. These
signs may include
small holes or little
mounds of fine sawdust--advanced cases
may have deteriorated
to the point where the
timber is so termiteriddled that it will
crumble under fingertip pressure.
Arty of these signs
are sufficient
evidence to warrant
calling for a professional inspection by
a commercial termite
exterminator. Again,
extreme care must
be used to secure
the services of
a reputable operator.
Unfortunately, this
industry has a long
history of the gullible
being exploited by
shady or "fly-bynight" operators who
are not above falsifying about termites
being present in
order to get a fat
contract to rid t h e
premises of the pest
and then making a
shoddy job of treatment of the structure.
They usually "guarantee" their work
but have moved on
leaving no forwarding
address when the
homeowner finally
discovers that the
termites are still
present and attempts
to contact the operator
to come back and reservice the building.
Gayle says that
there are 193 firms
licensed to do business in Kentucky. In
order to get that
license, the operator
must have passed a
rigid examination to
determine his ability
to detect termites
and also t o test his
knowledge of proper
chemicals and applications. Finally, a
licensed operator
posts a performance
bond that assures
the client of his reliability,

Homeowners are
warned to be watchful
at this time of the
year for the presence
of structural termites
that can do extensive
damages to their
property almost before they are detected.
Coburn Gayle, director of our Pest
Control Division,
a dvi s es property
owners to make the
following checks:
examine the foundation of the house. If
it is of wood, tiny
holes about the size of
a nail head may indicate termites are
present. Mud tunnels
up the side of a concrete foundation may
be a tip that termites
have travelled from
the ground up to the
wooden structure. If
the house has a basement, check the joists
WE FIT THE HARD TO FIT

SERVICE
OXFORD

109
Nock
Get Red Wing's! long-westmg Hypalon sole and heel
resists oil and grease. Cellulose CUSHION INNERSOLE with arch pad keeps
feet comfortable ... all day

TRY 'ROA TODAY

CAMPBELL
Shoe Repair Shop
FULTON
264 MAIN ST.
Phone 4n-1s13 far
Pickup and Delivery Service
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Indian Creek The land, once
developed, will augment the

BOONS BEST FREN' is examined closely by Jan Hartman, New York television
playwright, during a recent visit to the Kentucky Historical Society Museum. Mrs.
Eugenia Blackburn, museum curator. shows Boone's long rifle to Hartman who is writing
the "Legend of Daniel Boone," an outdoor drama to be presented at Pioneer Memorial
State Park, Harrodsburg, this year from June 17 to Sept. 4.

Says Every Cigaret Smoker
Will Eventually Have Cancer
I - A speNASHVILLE
cialist on pulmonary diseases
Tuesday called smoking the
world's greatest health hazard
and said every claret smoker
will eventually develop cancer.
Dr. Alton Ochimer of New
Orleans, La., here to address
the Nashville Academy of Medicine, has studied the dangers of
smoking since 1933 and says all
cancers except one type are
caused by smoking.
Tbit deaths in Viet Nam, he
said, are "nothing compared to
the premature deaths which occur every year directly attributable to cigarets." The physician said tobacco tar is the
main producer of cancer while
nicotine is the chief producer
of heart and mouth disease.
Dr. Ochsner termed pipe

as
and cigar smoking not
dangerous as cigarets in lung
cancer, tut stated they cause
cancer of the throat, lip an.:
mouth which are easter to detect in earlier stages.
The physician said in an interview that he first detected
cancer in men in 1933 and
"there was only one common
denominator, they were all
heavy smokers. In the 1910s,
men began to smoke," he added. "There was• 20-year lag
In the showing CV the disease."
Ochsner estimates between
20 and 25 years is required for
a clgaret smoker to develop
cancer. "However, I have seen
cancer in a person who has only
been smoking three years."
The former president of the
American Cancer Society and

••••

not only

present Reelfoot Lake State
Park facilities which are heavily overused because of limited
area (75 acres).
"Last year ourpresent park
area at Reelfoot recorded 453,000 visitors," Commissioner
Mcfiween said. ..11ila placed it
fourth in visitation among our 21
parks, and clearly shows the
need for the development of
additional park land on this unique lake. The 200 acres in
Oblon county will provide this
new needed area, and should
enable us to both better maintain our - facilities at Reelfoot
and accomodate more people."
The Moo county acreage
previously was psisperty of the
Tennessee Came and FLOC=
mission. ft was transferred for
park use in I164 at the request
at the Dept. of Conservation and
Rep. Milton Hamilton Jr. of
()him county,
However, funds for development of the area were not then
available.
With funds (ruin the $4,500,000 general oh/nation bond
issue approved by the1965General Assembly, at the request
of Gov. Frank Clement, as well
as federal tunds from the Mod
and water conservation program, the sum of 8'r7,500 baa
been budgeted for first phase
development of theasioncomti

Ray
'
s
SANDWICH

SHOP
swi, Fulton

tract.
Because the tract consists of
a delta formed by the siltation
from Indian Creek, the first
stage of the development program will be the stabilisation of
the shoreline by a &Wise
operation. Tina will be follow'ed by construction *tent and
trailer campsites with wash
houses, picnic areas, a fishing
pier and a playground. Roads
and L01Mies will be extended
into
area. Main entrances
to the area will be from State
Highway U.

For Printers
NEW YORK-U.S. companies
that print barks will receive
$710 million this year for their
'work,
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FULTON, Ky., .
-Harild
Mullins, former Fulton
resident, assumed his duties as
superintendent of the Memphis
division of the Illinois Central
Railroad Friday.
He succeeds A. M. Dickerson,
who became assistant superintendent of transportation at Chicago.

EACH

ALSO Discount Prices On
Hoe, Long Handle Shovels
(Round & Square Point)
Rakes, & Post Hole Diggers
CHECK WITHI

=UN

Mullins Promoted
By IC Railroad

Equipped for Easy
Grass-catcher
Moulting,

1

ii

1-1-Month School

let us bring your
,Fp wardrobe
BACK TO LIFE,TOO!

I
A GOOD DAY FOR HISTORY - Colonel George
M.
Chinn, director of the Kentucky Historical Society, proudly
displays the first new edition of the Collins' History of Kentucky, previously out of print since 1924. The Society's photographic reproduction is limited to 2,000 numbered copies
-now ready for delivery. The only difference between the
new edition and the original 1875 publication is the size of
the print, which has been photographically enlarged for
easier reading.

bring back the

Flower Fresh
tv't

- McCrackPADUCAH
en Circuit Judge C. Warren
Saturday
a moEaton overruled
tion for a new trial for 19 pinball machines declared to be
gambling devices.
A court order for destruction
of the machines has been issued.
The machines, all bearing $250
federal gambling stamps, were
seized In April, 1965 in raids and
a jury declared last month that
they were intended to be used;
for gambling.

Want Quick Results?
B
A Sbeittnt• Wand Ad

Spring.

e•c4,4°,e ,
op Cfret6A,
tiso ltesa.cr
eo

the American College of Surgems said each cigaret costs
a smoker 14.4 minutes of his
life. According to statistics
he said were obtained from
the U. S. surgeon-general, a
person 50 years of age who has
neve- smoked will live, an the
average, it 1/2 years longer than
will a person whosmokes a pack
• day, and 17 years longer than
one who smokes two packs a
day.
Dr. °chain r advocates stopping federal support of tobacco
growers as an effective way to
lower the incidence demoting.
He also suggested that "we
stop the seduction of our young
people" by requiring that every
tobacco advertisement be accompanied by a statement of
the surgeon-general warning of
the dangers of smoking.

Pinball Machine
Will Get No New
Trial, Judge Says

If's

We

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1966

by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

SECOND

look to your garments,
we actually put the
"SPRING" BACK into the
FIBERS. No more puckered
seams, ripples or "weak"
looking garments—get the
Brand New look with our

PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Education Commissioner William P. Robinson Jr. says an 11month school year is inevitable.
"The nation can't afford to
have students spending 20 years

getting an education," he says.

49

41110

vit• Powers Power
Mower Oil
Higlast quality! 272050

QT.

St'
s no trici to looh ,your
SPRING and EASTER BEST
es.v
r

when you

rhap with us!

No one 'Look is 'It' for Easter. The right
one is the one that looks best on you. You'll
be pleased at what we have for you • • . a
wonderfully large selection of all that's
fresh and new to perfectly reflect your
feeling for the season. Whatever your taste.

EXCLUSIVE MIRACLE FINISH PROCESS

the 'Right' look is the one you'll weer from us.

OR-pevageue

LAUNDRY AND CLEANER& INC.
Pho,412-1700
218 E.State Line

4

Oraiast.g Nese'd Wuvr

4

"The store for Mal who dress with cetsa

4

220 Main Street, Fulton
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Mrs. Kolb
--.1st District
TiTTA Leader
• EFELAILBERTSVILLE,
Mrs. Frank Kolb of Mayfield was elected president of
First District, Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers,
at the 38th annual spring conference here Friday.
succeeds
Mrs. William C. Nall of Murray.
Mrs. Kolb has been serving
the district as vice president.
Newly-elected vice president is
Mrs. Russell Jackson of Arlington.
The new officers were installed Friday afternoon by Mrs.
Russell Snyder of Henderson,
first vice president of Kentucky
PTA and incoming state president.
Mrs. Charles Clark, program
chairman, announced PTA year
book competition winners. Foe
printed yearbooks, first prize

she

•

went to Reidland High and second to Andrew Jackson. Terry
Norman of Fulton took first for'
mimeographed yearbooks and
La Center Elementary was second.
Publkiay awards, presented
by Mrs. Jewell Borden, Paducah, were made to the following schools: Schools with access
to a weekly newspaper, Central
School of Clinton, first;
Schools with access to a daily
newspaper, Wt Fulton, first;
Terry Norman, sexed;
Schools with access to two
dailies, Kirksey, first; Barlow,
second. Paducah City Council
won the council publicity prize.
A panel discussion on the topic
"Where Are Your Children Going?" was a highlight of the
Friday morning session.
Robert 0. Miller, county attorney and former county judge
for Calloway County, was moderator. In his opening remarks
Miller said that people now..
days talk a great deal about
their "rights," but not about
their "obligations.'
"We should place the same
emphasis on responsibilities that
we do on rights," Miller said.
"We have always had obligations, but we have overemphasized our rights and under-emphasized our obligations."
Mrs. Frank Kolb, who repre-

Page 2

sinned parents in the panel discussioin, said that she believed
parents have forgotten "that
human beings are frail individuals."
Mrs Kolb continued," "We
parents forget that children are
weak human beings. We expect
them to be so much better than
we were."
Trooper Dana Stroud of the
Kentucky State Police, stationed
at Cadiz, urged parents to become increasingly conscious of
the mounting death toll an the
highways.
Stroud said that more school
age children die because of
traffic accidents than from all
other causes combined.
The Rev. Hoyt W. Owen, pastor of South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church in Calloway
County, asked the audience if
they were as insistent that their
child know 'Sunday School lessons as that he know his school
lessons, and whether they excused their child's absence from
Sunday night church services
because of homework.
"A child's spiritual education
cannot be confined to 45 minutes on Sunday morning," the
Rev. Mr. Owen said.
The fourth panel member, Dr.
Robert Alsup of Murray State
College's education department,
told the PTA members that parents must "crack down" on
their children if the children are
to have respect for the parents.
Alsup said there is no room in
college for loafers, and that
pressure should be exerted by
parents and teachers on youngsters to make them do their
best.
He also said that the PTA has
used much of its funds for school
necessities which school boards
should take care of, and that
he would like to see PTA money
used for such things as scholarships.
Approximately 200 people attended the Friday conference.

New Assistants
Named By LBJ
WASHINGTON
President Johnson Thursday
announced the appointment of
Robert E. Kintner, former
the National
of
president
Broadcasting Company, and
Walt W Rostow, assistant secretary of state as 'went
asistants. Kintpresidtial
en
ner also will serve as secretary to the cabinet.

James Bazzell
Is Named To
School Position

F.einsay

FINANCIAL
PROTECTION
Poheyholier Queirioni Anucereel
by the hwitute
1.4e Innocence
277 Park Ave „N.Y., NY, 10017
Q One of my friends has his
debts covered by what he calls
"credit life insurance." What is
this and where do I get it?
A. Credit life Insurance is a
type of insurance made available
to borrowers through lending institutions (or department stores,
sales offices, etc.) to fissure any
unpaid balance of an 'outdate&
lag debt. If your bank or install.
meet offices de net make tile

MA degice from Western Kentucky State College. Danny the
past 17 years zis coach of the
Allen County High School basketball team, the school won
417 games and lost 59. He has
taken his teams to the regional
tournament 14 times and won
the championship six tunes
He has also sened as assistant principal of Allen County
High for the past two years.
Bazzell's wife is the loaner
Martha Hill of Clinton. They
have two children.

CLINTON, Ky .
James E. Boned, Clinton native, has been named superintendent of the Allen County
school system. Bonet!, son of
Mrs. Bernice Mullins of Clinton.
assumed his duties immediately to complete the unexpired
term of T. E. Spear, who had
resigned.
Revell holds -I PS degree and

Memphis Mayor's
Wife Files Charge
Against Youth Spot
—Mrs„ WUMEMPHIS
liam Ingram, wife of the mayor,
swore out warrants against the
°emirs of a youth night spot
Thursday after she found their
two young sons there.
Mrs. Ingram andMrs.Josse

available, you can accomplish the
same thing by taking out • lowend policy of your own to cover
the total Indebtedness.
• • •
Q. I see frequent references to
"estate planning" in connection
with life insurance. Just what is
this is how much of an "estate"
does a man have to make use of

(if you don't like to iron!)

VONSTANT
FIR EASE means

NO MORE IRONING
Now you can breeze through spring and summer with the greatest of ease! ... Konstant Kreose lets you forget about ironing
. . . yet garments always look fresh and well pressed. Next
time you need to shop for something to wear .. . check and see
if it has the Konstant Krease tag.

How Japan Rates
TOKYO—Japan is the world's
biggest shipbuilder, second largest fabricator of electronics
gear, third biggest maker of
steel and industrial chemicals
and fourth largest auto maker.

Full

Good
News

CREDIT
tilt
lasUiict

A. The phrase "estate planslug" is widely need by life
Insurance agents to describe their
careful plaudits et life insurance
programs in relation to the policylsoider's total financial program and family financial needs.
Your life Insurance "estate" may
be $3,11110 or $500,6011, but it will
be most effective and most eco.
nomical for you if it is fitted into
year over-all family financial
plan. Large or small. planning Is
Wand to pay off. Any life Insaranee agent can give you this
service and it costa you nothing.
If your total estate of all kinds
of property and wealth is large,
and Involves inheritance and
ether tax considerations the pro
per ptomaine Job will probably
call for a "team" coaference, IneludIng year attorney, year trust
*Ricer, your accountant aad year
life insaramee man

R. Brownsfield signed the warrants against Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Bocce, owners of the
Tonga club, after conferring
with Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth Turner.
The Booms w•re charged
with operating a dance without
• permit and allowing children under 14 to attend without a parent or guardian, They
surrendered to police and .are
released under $102 boo:leach,
Mrs. Ingram mid nhe and
Mrs. Brownfield dropped on
their sons, IS and U years old,
In
front of • movie haw

• DRESS SHIRTS • SPORT SHIRTS
• WALK SHORTS
• SLACKS
• JUVENILE COORDINATES • WORK SETS

ren.eitEliswoMlio—wiEnsw
TB ff.

AT

smnat

SOUTHSIDE DRUG
sLne
tat'i CO.
We Announce with Pride
the Addition ofFamous
DUBARRY
BEAUTY
PREPARATIONS

Men's and Boys'

K

WONDERFUL DuBarry Beauty

ONSTANT

K

WS!

SHORT SLEEVE
DRESS SHIRTS

IN Preparations are the newest,
proudest occupants of our

Men's and Boys'

ONSTANT

RIASI

PRE-CUFFED
CASUAL SLACKS

Cosmetics Department.
Whatever your beauty needs..,

Boys'
Sixes 6 to 20

for your hair, your skin, or your
complexion—you'll find a special

Men's
Sixes 14 to 17

DuBarry Preparation planned
to make you look "Born Beautiful"!

199

Popular oxford weave blended of
50% Fortrel• polyester-50% cotton.
3-button collar . . . . extreme tapered body. White, yellow, mint
and blue.

So won't you come in soon?

Boys'
Sixes 6 to 18

Men's
Sizes 28 to 42

'495

K

ONSTANT

RIASI

NO-IRON
WORK SETS
$349

Shirts
Sizes 14-17

$599

499

Pants
Sizes 28-42

Partial* polyester-cotton gabardine
or Dacron • polyester poplin
weaves in black, beige, green and
navy. Plain front Ivy model with
tapered legs.

Registered TM

Men's Neat

"Registered TM's

Blended of 75% cotton-23% Dacron` polyester . . . . chemkally
treated, pressed and oven-baked
to eliminate ironing completely.
Long sleeve shirt.
Green and
beige.
•Registered TM

..en...eme..am...sew.eme..eme...em.
ALL DUBARRY products
True hypo-allerginic

are

I

-imp.UMBRELLAS

SPECIALS —

1/2 PRICE on all
DOROTHY PERKINS
Colonges & Baby Powders

Reg. $2.98 for only

Oxford weave of 50% Kotler$4
polyester and 50% cotton. 3button collar. White, yellow,
mint and blue. 14-17.

95

$1.98 I

Two of our employees are cosmeticians who have attended the
DuBarry Cosmetic School. They are are always ready to assist you!
1'

Men's Konstant Krease
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
Registered TM

Men's Konstant Krease
Plaid Walking Shorts

Men's Konstant Krease $399
Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
4•111111vsion

e 95

10014 combed cotton walking
shorts that
eed Ironing. 411,
Assorted color plaids. Zipper
fly, plain front. 28 to 42.

Blended of polyester and cotton
fibers
chemically treated
and oven-baked to eliminate
need for ironing. Blue, maize,
green and tan. 5-M-1.-XL.

g•-•

d thewsrand Mrs.
,rs of the
,oriferring
Mg* Ken-

o charged
50 without
ing
end with.
Ilan. They
and were
iced each.
I Nut and
Wed oft
roars old,
rte house
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

BOSTON
— Massachusetts has a new "no fix" traffic

4-H'ers Look After Time, Money, Skills
New Management
Project Shows How

- —- _
EMPLOYMENT
011'
g
_
—

g.

"Work smarter ... not hard
r," advises Mary Ann Dean,
one economist. "Think, plan
head, compare, evaluate your
me, talents and cash before
ou take on any major projects
round the house."
Miss Dean's comments are
reeled to 4 H Club members
bout to embark on the new
-H Home Management program
nnounced by the National 4-H
rvice Committee in coopera•
tion with the Extension Service.
The practical home-based proram was designed to fill a
eed of older club members,
nd Was a couple of years in
the planning stage. Miss Dean,
a staff member of the 4-H Service Committee, also disclosed
that a national sponsor has been
ured to provide awards and
other assistance to the program.
Tupperware Home Parties of
Orlando, Fla, is the new spon
sor.
Annual awards will consist of
eight $500 scholarships (national winners); one expense•
paid trip per state to the National 4 H Club Congress in
Chicago, and fou. gold-filled
medals of honor per county.
Winners will be announced
next fall by the .Gooperative
Extension Service.
Miss Dean urges girls, and
boys too, to take up home man
&gement now. The idea behind
this modern program for the
older teenager is to learn to
make the best possible use of
your resources, energy, knowl
edge and ability.
"When about half of today's

ticket law which provides that
summonses issued by a police
officer must receive coart action and cannot be withdrawn
by his superiors. _

'No-Fix' Traffic
Tickets Issued

by McFeeffers

Happy Day Laundry
On Martin Hwy

(t'

—NOW OFFERS—

Free Mothproofing :
•
•
•

on all dry cleaning
To Help You With Your

Spring Cleaning and Winter !
Storage - - •
•

111111 Gimp
"What hurts sacs that I wasn't replaced by a whole
computer — just a transistor."

A 4-H girl explains to her mother how much she expects to arm. in hardearned cash by signing up for the new 4-H Home Management program.
Lind• Lopes. 17, • 9-year 4-1-Ver, is particularly interested in the program
becaute she will entIrr colleg• n•rf fell with plans to major in home
•conornics. Her mother. Mrs. Jesse Lopez, is an eager listener because she
is • volunteer 4-H Club leader.
homemakers are young (under
28) it Is imperative that homemakers and parents of tomor
row be ready to spend wisely,"
she adds.
Through the 4-H Home Management program, high school
age students will better understand the many aspects of

shopping, banking, financing
and decision-making. This
knowledge can be put to good
use in college, on a job or in
the home, Miss Dean remarked.
Information on how to take
part in the 1988 program can
be obtained from the county
extension
office.

•

An 8 lb. Load Of
Dry Cleaning Is Only

RE -Nu SHOE SHOP
DISCOUNT SHOES

150

•

__

WATCH FOR OUR - - -

Offer On Teflon
• Sensational
Coated Cookware
•
•
t••••••••••••••••••••
*

5AYE 30% Ur 50Z
QUALITY SHOE REPAIR
Moved across the street
Next to Happy's Liquor Store

WADE'S STUPENDOUS SALE
OF

T1DICI

•ts

THIS WAY THIS EASTER!

Enhance each room with your choice of color, and styht
to add beauty and comfort. Put new life into every r,
room!
e
1- :=

Your Easter
HIRSCH'S Fashion
Center
mENs
DRESS SHIRTS

Wall To Wall Carpeting

Never Need Ironing
Fabrics — Sizes 15 to 17
PRICES
RANGE FROM

$2.00
MEIIS TIES
$1.00-$1.50 -$2.00

Regular - Longs Shorts

BOYS
BLAZERS
$13.00
Sizes 8 to 16
Colors - Camel and
Burgundy

GIRLS HATS

-•

In All The New
Easter Styles

Ladies
GLOVES
Sizes 8 to 11
Colors White
Black

1
9

'
•
GIRLS

Easter Dresses

4L

Sizes 6 to 16

$2 to $8

$1.00
LADIES

DRESSES
$5 to $15
The Newest Styles In
Quality Fabrics

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
797 Broadway
South IFuJten

Open 5.111 to 649 Man. Sat.
935 to 1:00 Fri.

INSTALLED

9 x 12

ONLY

$55

CUSHION FLOOR
Goldseal Linoleum

$2.25 sq. yd.

VINYL Floorcovering
$1.10 sq. yd.

LINOLEUM

Heavyweight

79c Syc.'d

SHIPMENT of REMNANT
RUGS MOMENTARILY
EXPECTED -- 100% NYLON
12 x12' To 12'x 21' "!
PRICES

LAWN MOWERS
5 horsepower

HUFFY
25" Riding Mower

$288.88
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

3 horsepower
wind up starter _ 22"
Briggs- Stratton
Engine

$52.88

•

...for EVERY ROOM

.A10
,

472,, ow

per sq. yard

• a/pi— R.

AXMINISTER RUGS

100% Dacron and
100
(
7e Silk

Summer Suits
$21.50

$5.99

Wade's uses the famous tack strips
method of installing by experienced carpet mechanics

$69 95

EACH

3 horsepower

HUFFY
GARDEN
TILLER
Briggs & Stratton Engine

$109.95

WADE/
frouttex ca
Phone

472-1501

WI'', -ADE AND sottlk'

ton. -

:Fulton, Ky.
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Court Holds Alcoholics
Cannot Be Jailed

New Congressional Districts
Population:*

1. 436,835

6. 427,128

,
2. 421346

7. 444,821

3. 446,689

lased on 1960 C•nlvt

4. 443,493

-'the U.S. Court of Appealr ruled
WASHINGTON
unanimously Thursday that a chronic alcoholic may not be
punished or Jailed as a criminal for tieing drunk in public.
The 8-0 ruling reversed the carnation and suspended 90day Jail senterce al Dewitt Easter, who had a record of 70
arrests for Intoxication or related conduct since 1997.
ult Judge Charles Fatty said
The man opinion by Cir,

OVILAtikt
10144
#14

chronic alcoholics could not be
charged with drunkenness because,
az Congress hsea
recognized, they have lost the
power of self control in the use
of intoxicating beverages.
He said • 1947 federal law
on rehabilitation of alcoholics
described chronic drinkers as
sick persons whoneeded proper
medical and other treatment.
Fahy said commitment for
treatment at chronic alccesolica
as contemplated by Congress
was not mandatory.
"In the Judge's discretion,
the accused may be released,.
Fahy said. .But It. may not be
punished."

441117..\111111611e4

5. 417,544

M

"
041
•
111

041

IliftreltrAti
itt
s
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Indonesia Purge
Of Commies Ordered

tatir
4444*
deak
*
eab
le

THE SEVEN NEW DISTRICTS—As reapportioned by the 1966 General

They were reapportioned to make them as nearly equal as possible in popu.

Assembly, candidates for the United States House of Representatives will

lation in compliant e with the United States Supreme Court's one man-

be nominated in May and elected in November from these new districts.

one vote ruling.

SINGAPORE (UPI)- President Sukarno Thursday ordered
• complete purge o(Commun
Urts Irani all government de
portrnenta throughout Indonesia. Radio Jakarta said the order was signed by army chief
Lt. Gen. Sukharto forth, president.

Succeeds Husband
As US Representative
- Mrs.
NASH INGTON
Lera Millard Thomas, widow oh
D-Tex.,
Thomas,
Albert
Rep.
took the oath of office Thursday as represeetative from
Texas' 8th Congressional district. She was chosen to am coed her late husband in a
special election March HI

Watch Out, Cut
SAN RAFAEL, Calif.
A sign nailed to the office door
of the Forest Farms camp
says:
"Please keep door closed so
our bird won't eat our cat."
The bird is a turkey vulture.

a

1472-1651 Open 6:45

FUL TON

Corn Turns Into Beef
OMAHA, Neb. — Two hoodrid
acres of corn yielding solo
bushels to the acre will supply
enough corn silage and grain to
produce 150,960 pounds Of beef
with only 500 to GOO pouois of
protein supplement.

91 Polio Cases
Counted
WASHINGTON-- The 1964 final count of paralytic pollomyelids lit the United States was 91
cues, the lowest on record.

by VERN WORTHINGTON
Oil With.
1.:s.perience"
had your Oil changed to be as good or better than
lately? Sure you have. So the ne• product most motorhave most of the nation's ists buy.
car owners. Added together,
You may not be too faAmerica's motorists dis- milieu with this oil •ith ''en.
card over 800 million quarts perience" because most of
it is grabbed up by knowlof black. firedgeable users such as the
ty oil each
bus and truck lines, car
year-enough
rental fleets, and stock car
to fill to the
drivers.
These professional
brim every
buyers know that the oribathtub
in
g
users of the oil have
the city of New Yofs, withinal
enough left over for Minnea- put it through a sital step
expensive
too
for any repolis. Minn. and Dallas,
finery to provide - and hairTexas.
performed this costly proThis constant flow of cess free.
crankcase drainings could
Lately, many
constitute a serious menace
motorists who
to our waterways and sewwant to save
age treatment facilities or,
money and use
if burned, would generate
iboicsissailan overpowering cloud of
able lubricant
smog. But it doesn't and
at the same
never has.
time
find
that
re:refined
Why? Because of the
•
oil fits the bill perfectly.
foresight of the National !

•

LEON WINCHESTER

WILLIAM POWELL

16th Annual Easter
Rite Set At Park
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.. .
-The 16th annual Easter sunrise service will be held at Kentucky Dam State Park at 6 a.m.
gmerseemmz

ALIGNMENT
&BALANCING
`elf;if

we ,e
DX
quality stamps
Mechanic an Duty I am 10 pin
7 Days a Week
WII4 GUARANTEE OUR WORK
39 It's Not Right
.
We'll Do It Again Free

I. C. DAMONS DX
SERVICE STATION
.45.51 By-pass — Highlands

next Sunday.
The Rev. Leon Winchester.
pastor of Covert Baptist Church
Evansville, will be the speaker.
Other participating ministers
are the Rev. Buron Richerson
pastor of Calvert City Bantist
Church, and the Rev. Rti;2. .ene
Gibson pastor of Grand Rivers
Methodist Church.
Male= A. Cross. Ca lye rt
City, will give the offertory
prayer.
William C. Powell, Paducah,
is in charge of the music pm
non of the program. Mrs. James
McGee, Calvert City, is the accompanist. A choir composed of
persons from severa I area
churches will sing. Congregational singing also is a feature
of the program.
Mr. Winchester formerly was
pastor of Rosebower Baptist
Church in McCracken County
and of several other area
churches.
Powell is minister of music at
Rosebower and has held similar
positions with other churches.
The service will he held in
the bathhouse area of the state
park

LENNOX
GAS FURNACES
AIR CONDITIONERS
HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
'

Bureau of Standards way 1
To assure motorists- of
back in the early twenties, the highest standards, the
when a process was de- emblem of the Association
veloped for "laundering and of Petroleum Re-refiners,
revitalizing" used oil. This i (APR), is affixed on those
process is still, essentially, 1 brands of "experienced" oil
used (oda) by the re-refin- i which meet the highest and
mg industry -whose prod- most exacting requirements
acts are reported by experts . of the industry

,

ALE NM
GAS PACK UNIT

F. 11. A. APPROVED PNdlitlar

Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY.

MB All=

MOW

Color Cartoon!

PHONE 472-1912

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
•

IT'S HERE!
The Paint You've Waited For
No Drip — No Mown
16 Ready Mixed Colors
Matching Stain Enamels
Excellent Coverage
Washable

All The Excellent Qualities Combined In One
No Drip —Excellent Coverage — Washable

ACME Fashion Right Latex

BIG •
BONUS!
1 Case 24 King Size Cokes i

F-R-E-E
With Purchase of 1 gal.
:
or more Latex or Satin
*imp go

(1144.'

i

INTERIOR FLAT WALL PAINT
•

Unicap
.
Chewable°

BIG
BONUS

No Offensive Odor
Hides practically anything — covers all interior
surfaces, walls, ceiling and woodwork, even masonry!
You have to see it to believe itl This all-new paint r011s en
faster, really covers with just ane COO. Results are
•rn•ling — no amen, rich "matte" finish, smocift, smooth
surfac•. Get sometoday!

1 Case 24 King Size Cokes
*

MULTIVITAMINS BY UPJOHN
•Getting children to take vitamins every day is
no problem when you give them Unicap Chewable ... they love that delicious orange flavor.
Parents like Unicap Chewable, too, because they
contain nine essential vitamins growing children
need ... including the Important "B's." Step up to
Upjohn quality for your family. Give them
Unicap Chewable multivitamins with
the taste that's too good to forget!

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Leke Si.

Starting THURSDAY!

Complete Home Heating &
/of Air Conditioning

Hundreds Custom Mixed

TaAte
-too good
-to troveti

7- G-R-E-A-T DAYS!

Phone 472-1303

F-R-E-E
* With Purchase of 1 gal.
or more Latex or Satin
things go

better

h Cada/
Coke

Ready Mlx
Colors

5.95 !fa'.

ALL - NEW
ACME QUALITY
LATEX
FLAT WALL FINISH

Dries Like Magic
Easiest to Apply
Bargain Priced
No Fading

Time Saver !
Money Saver!

•
•

Paint Saver!

$1.95 al

Matching Satin Enamels — Reg Colors $6.95 gal.

"
434
.
4131sowt..47.2-1
„
11MDIRS

No Drip — No Mess

$UPPLY INC

***IN,
* ••••••••••••,•••••••111•:11°:41cY

Fulton, Ky
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Are you going to look nice for Easter?

10.
70

4d

IS

Let Your Car Look Nice Too

r8.
al
K.,

ocrl
is -

A

x,
11p

SO

Ft

mom.
1:45

f
CS!
al

Bring it to the friendly, efficient Fulton

change oil with Havoline Motor Oil - install

TEXACO SERVICE STATION, and lei -

a new AC filter - fill it with Sky Chief Gas-

them thoroughly clean it - - - inside and out

oline and be ready to go wall pride and

- - give it a complete Marfak lubrication,

confidence.

Batteries included

TUNE UPs9.95

DOUBLE STAMPS WITH EACH RAT

Expires April 17, 1966

Double Stamps on all Tire Purchases
Free Balancing on
re5tone

Champions

Offer Good Thru April 17, 1966

Plus Parts

Offer Good
Thru
April 17, 1966
with Oil Chasge & Filter
Bayonne Motor Oil - AC Filters

April 7, 1966
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ROMAN RITUAL

THE FIZZLE FAMILY

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W.W Bauer, KM

7Z SAW YOUR AD
FOR A SECRETARY
AND I'D LIKE TO
APPLY FOR -NE
POSITION!

,
(
A LOT OF IT,SIR! X WI
\NON CNER G2000 IN
SLOGAN coNTEsTs AND
CROSS-*ORO FU 1LLES!

Consonant, National Dairy Council

WEIGHT CONTROL: "BEST" FOR YOU
There is a weight that is best
for each of us. It depends upon
one's age, sex, physical activity,
and body build. It may or may
not be the weight "for your age"
in the published weight tables.
The words, "weight control,"
mean achievement and maintenance of the best weight for you.
How does one achieve the "best
weight?"
We talked recently in this column about tailoring a plan of
eating specifically to yourself.
This was to include a mode of living that would give you enough
exercise to expend excess energy
FOOD
1 cup milk
1 ounce meat
1/2 cup vegetable. or V2
cup fresh or
unsweetened
canned fruit
or fruit juice
1 slice bread

CALORIES
(Average
values)
160
75

and give tone to your body muscles. You also were to make a
list of everything you'd had to
eat during one week.
The crucial factor in personalizing weight control to you as an
individual involves your adabtion of the four food group plan.
It is possible to incorporate
the four food groups, (the milk
group, meat group, vegetable
and fruits, enriched breads and
cereals), with the recommended
number of servings per day, in
a 1190 to 1210 calories per day
pattern for adults as follows:
MINIMUM
SERVINGS
2
2
(3 oz. each)

Bradshaw
praised Terry
Beadles, switched from defensive safety to quarterback, as
the Wildcats continued their
spring practice Monday.

7114/aiT'S FINE._ BUT
NEW SOMEONE Net/HO
IS BRIGHT DURING
OFFICE HOURS!

MILK
MEAT
GROUP GROUP
Breakfast
Midmorning
snack
Lunch
Dinner
Evening snack
Total from
each group

1190-1210

following is an example of how
you score one day's food by entering a check mark for each time
a food item appeared that day on
your one week list:
VEG
BREADS
FRUITS CEREALS
1/

The big question finally is if
many of the days on your inventory look like this, or whatever
they look like, what changes
should you make in your eating?
The answer lies in gradual correction. Start reducing sweets and
fats, and look for other "extras"
you can eliminate. Are you including too many servings of anything in your daily fare. Check
back to the four food group table

The coach said efforts of the
Wildcats have been the best of
any team since he came to
Kentucky This is Bradshaw's
fifth spring practice.

Nickel Sliver
Nickel silver, an alloy of
nickel, copper, and sine, which
for many decades has been used
primarily as • base for silverplated tableware, has found •
large number of new uses in con.
tacts and connectors for modern
electronic equipment.

Foremost Foundries
Foundries in the United States
are the world's leading producers of ductile iron, a tough
strong cast iron invented by
International Nickel's research
staff. In 1964, U.S. producers
turned out• record 610,000 tons
of ductile iron castings.

SWEETS
FATS

I/ I/ 11

trio'

FRANKFORT
—A high
level attempt to persuade former Gov. Bert Combs to run
again has brought no perceptible change in the political waiting game.
The people who tried to push
Combs into another Democratic
candidacy were Gov Edward T.
Breathitt, financier-industrialist
William May of Frankfort and
Louis Cox. an influential Frankfort lawyer
The discussions took place at
the fashionable International Inn
rt Tampa, Fla . last weekend.
Contho. who said he went to
Florida on business. acknowledged hia political future was
discume,1
But ic said that as of the moment he really does not know

DRESS SHIRTS
Sizes

100

BOYS NEW
SPRING
$1. off on all
Men's Arrow While Shirts SPORT COATS
Long Sleeve — Dress values to
$14.98

THE LEADER STORE

EX C

Furnitai

$1"/

"
CREM

Cl
NFNE
YOU BEEN

FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75!

Chalet Malt Chocolate and Vanilla
A
Fulton. KY.

more grown
on every acre

44 CHEVROL
Ill FALCON;
like now
Cl CHEVROL
automatic
AI FORD 4-el
41 OLDS F
m•tic, air
It DODGE I
straight
40 CORVAI
1 owner
H FORD ste
CI GALAXII
II STUDEIN
441 FALCON
straight
CO CORVAIE
IC CHEV lit
automatic
59 CHEV
59 Folio 4-

57 CI41111. 11.
54 DODGE
Clean an

BIGGER CROPS...MORE PROFITS
AMMO-PiOSO helps the crop on every acre
work full finse for fop yields and better gualHy. AMMO-PHOS8 is both ...Immediately
are4able and long lasting.

AMMO-PHOS.
FERTILIZERS
made only by Olin

City Coal Co.
Phone 472-1150

YOU'RE MONEY AHEAD WHEN YOU
USE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HOUSE PAINT

ERWIN-W11110P

HOUSE PAINT

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Latex
A-100
HOUSE PAINT

SWP=
HOUSE PAINT

WE HAVE ALL THE NEW COLORS

THE SHERWIN -'WILLIAMS CO.
Fulton, Ky.
floor
Grumbacher Artist supplies & coverings

114 Lake Street

bu

FOR

OSCAR?

DERB

USED

A good u
1962 Cho'
out doors
good. pr
tires. Pa
ing. 472-1

fSE
AT
LAST!

NIGHT

Cu

6-16

and you'll see. Just be careful
not to change your eating so fast
and so greatly that satisfaction in
eating is lost. Give yourself time
to adjust. This is why the "crash
diets" won't serve as steady fare.
You couldn't live with them.
What you are seeking is a new
pattern of eating that you can
live with and still lose weight,
and then maintain ideal weight
when you reach it.

FRIDAY

MURALS —
tlors on .s Our
thr t,
t
C 885 3:

The Leader Store
Before EASTEll

Beadles is quarterback of the
Blue team, considered the No I
unit. Bradshaw also commended
other members of that unit.

Former Governor
Combs Remains
Mute On Plans

140-160
280
TOTAL CALORIES

lowed. A Roman bath can't tompare with today's hot running mita
and mild Dial soap with AT.?which contains hexachkeropherie to
reduce skin bacteria. And we can
bathe any time we wish, whether
or not we precede tub or shower
with five hours of strenuous activity!

Boys White

PUGGY

With this concept in mind you
are now read) to relate your food
inventory of what you had to eat
for one week to the four food
group idea Including a special
column for "sweets and fats," the

1541S WAS DURING
OFFICE HOURS
!

CALORIES FOR
MINIMUM
SERVINGS
• 320
450

35•40
70

LEXINGTON
— Kentucky football Loach Charlie
Bradshaw had encouragement
today as he searched for a replacement to graduated quarterback star Rick Norton.

R,,,,,an baths were reiniwned
for their opulence. And opulent they
were, if you enjoy bathing in pools
of cold water! The five hour
R o in a n ritual included tennis,
*leant treatments, anointment, with
oil, cascades of hot, warm, then
cold water, and scraping with a
curved metal tool. Only after this
routine was a leisurely soaking al-

54 CAB ov•
good cone
54 FORD t
condition
51 CHEVRO
SWF
SO GMC 3.4
on rear
49 DODGE

New Courses
NowAvailable
From USAFI
MADISON, Wis. (ANF)
--Seven new and revised
courses in history, language,
government, and economics
have been prepared by the
U. S Armed Forces Institute
here. They may be studied
by the correspondence or
group study methods and
will be available soon at
command information centers.
Russian History II is a
continuation of the institute's first semester collegelevel course.
American
Understanding
Democracy I and II corresponds to a two-semester
15roblems o
democracy"
course at the 12th grade
level.
Advanced Composition I
and II is the equivalent of a
fourth-year high Sc hoo I
course.
Principles of Economics I
and II is a survey course
that requires sophomore college standing or the equivalent.

20-15 otht

WILSON

Dia
US 4$-51

tins,
and on
Car Ni
with IA
ww tie

Then you know it's Quality Cheke

hardtop
.igrark
trans, I

You know, also, that you'll be getting unique flavors. Like
our Chalet Malt Chocolate with Vanilla Ice Cream. We use good,
light malt chocolate. Lots of it. Then we blend it with our own
special vanilla. And you get an ice cream that's half
rich vanilla and half creamy malt chocolate. Chalet Malt
Chocolate with Vanilla. Like a malt you eat with a spoon!

SEAS
ww fir.
only

.4=M
cond,
ready

Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.

tiros, a
Miracle Steals
Newly developed alloy steels
which are more than twice as
tough and strong as conventional steels are being used for
motor cases on large rockets in
the aerospace program. Called
maraging steels and containing
up to 18 per cent nickel, they
were invented in the research
laboratories of the International
Nickel Company.

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

Pure Milk Company
FULTON KY.

DIAL 472-3311
101 WES

a- uuwiu, .[y.

can't manning watee
with AT.t
nrophene to
1nd we ran
its, whether
, or shower
rem,ous

NORTHBOUND
MUM

MURALS — Painted in durable
.!ors on your w all to expand and
corate the room. Homes or 'nisi. cistablishments
ADELLE
U. C. 885-3570.

SALESMAN WANTED
Well-established local store. Permanent position.
Age 23 - 45, married man preferred. Previous experience desirable but not necessary. Salary plus
commission.
Write "SALESMAN", ( The News. PO Box
307, Fulton, Ky. All letters will be kept strictly
confidential.

BEST
56

and

.;t1

CLEANEST

buy K at

EXCHANGE

$14.98

Furniture Company

IRE
Full

FOR SALE
only
$125.00
A good utility truck,
1962 Chev panel without doors or top; runs
good. practically new
tires. Paul Westphellug. 472-1600.

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
44 CHEVROLET 4-door; white
62 FALCON, Bucket Seats,
iike now
41 CHEVROLET hardtop 6.cyl
automatic: clean
61 FORD 4-door; automatic
61 OLDS F-85; cIsan, automark, •ir
61 DODGE Lancer 4.0r,
straight stick,. clean
60 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
I owner
61 FORD station wagon
GALAX'S V-1; Automate
STUDEBAKER, OD $t. Or.
60 FALCON 2-door, black,
straight
60 CORVAIR, clean; automatic
51 CHEV Impala 44r; V-4,
automatic
59 CHEV wagon, 4-doer
59 FORD 4.dr. hardtop, 1-own57 CHEV. 6-cyl automatic
ss DODGE 6-cyl. pickup;
Clean and A-1
54 CAB over, 1 1.2-ton truck;
good condition
54 FORD truck, 6.cyl: Deed
condition
51 CHEVROLET pickup; •yerSO GMC 3.4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear

19 DODGE

i ton stake truck

20-15 other can, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3342
U$ 45-51 Bypass, North

'An

wooly
wit

At.
)e 'et New
1,72- Imo*

USED FURNITURE

LING
COA

A

NOTICE TO CREDITORS:
Administration ham been granted
by the Fulton County Court upon
the following estate; Mrs. Emma
E. Edwards, deceased. Earl Warren. Trust Officer Clinton Bank.
Clinton. Ky has been appointed
Executor. MI creditors having
claims against said estate (or
those owing said estate) are notified to present them to the executor or John C. Bondurant, Attorney
Hickman. Ky. Verified accordingly
to law, not later than three months
after date hereof.

In a hurry! 'Too busy to make
a dessert for your family? Theo
tel Mist Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mn. Johnson
makes delicious home-made pies to
order. Just call her at 479-2383 and
your cooking's done!

— HELP WANTED —
- SERVKE STATION ATTENDANT - good hours, salary open,
Clinton Texaco Service, Clinton,
Ky. Phone 653.6114.

WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
Southern States Co-Operative, Fulton

HELP WANTED - Male. FIREMAN age 21-45, high school or
equivalent education. Apply City
Manager, City Hall, South Fulton,
Tennessee.

EXUM TV AND

'NEED GIFT IDEAS,Shop at the
j Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
tieautiltd variety, sure to Please'

ELECTRIC SERVICE
TV repair

Keys made

Electric repair and wiring
3We sharpen lawnmowers

1

16 Walnut

We boo'PR
PkyPagese

USED
,CAR

472-3732

USED 2111M!
CARS
1946 CHEVELLE 2-dr. HT; .ctra low mileage
1964 CHEV BELAIR 4.-dr, PS,
PG
1964 CORVAIR Manua coupe
47944 BISCAYNE Cdr. 6.cyl,
straight
1941 CHEV 4-dr. HT, Vt. automatic
1961 CHEV 2.ton truck without
bed
1943 CORVAIR 4-dr, Pg
1164 CHIV Bartir, 4.dr VII
Pg, Ps; air
1961 CHEVY
6-cyl
Belair,
straight
1964 CHEV C
Hble, VI, Pg
1162 FORD 4.dr Galata, 500:
VS. Ps, automatic
1941 BUICK cony irtible
INS CHEV pickup; long wide
bed
1945 PAIRLANE, air, 4.dr
1945 CORVAIR 4-dr hardtop
1944 BUICK special 4-dc V6,
automatic
1942 CORVAIR Menge 4-speed
1942 CMIV Eclair 4.dr
Straight
1%1 CORVAIR 4-dr, Pg

Name
Chickasaw
Panama Limited
Seminole
Creole
52 City of Miami •
2 City of New Orleans
4 Louisiane

Route
Memphis-5N_
Now Orleans.Chicago
Jacksonville-ChIc•go
New Orleans•Chic•go
Miami-Chicago
abw Orleans-Chicago
Now Orleans.Chic•go
(• Not Daily)

No. Name
9 Seminal,
15 Chickasaw
3 Louisian•
25 Fast Mail
1 City of New Orleans
53 City of Miami •
5 Panama Limited

Route
Chicago - Jacksonville
St. Louis - Memphis
Chicago - New Orleans
Chicago-Now Orleans
Chicago-New Orleans
Chicago-Miami
Chicago-New Orleans
(• Not Daily)
'91

1

THE FIRST ARMY HELICOPTER UNIT to arrive in
Vietnam is still dishing it out to the VC. Though the 120th
Aviaticn Co. (Airmcbile Light) has changed its name—from
the 57th Transportation Co. (Light Helicopter)—and swapped
its CH-21 SHAWNEE choppers for the newer UH-1B Hueys,
it's the same bard-fighting outfit that began chasing the
Cong in December 1961. In four years the Army's helicopter
"Deans" have hunted VC from the Delta in the south to the
mountains in the north, and from the China Sea to the Gulf
of Siam.
THE STRANGEST SOUND to be heard in the camp
of A Battery, 3d Bn 18th Arty, near Pieiku is the steady
sloshing of clothes in a washing machine. The shiny white
companion to the unit's big guns rambles around the clock
era soldier, recuperate from • hard day's work in the dustcaked land. GI memo • clothesliae made from comas wire,
and • portable generator complete the battery's "boondocks
laundronsat."
THE RED BALL EXPRESS of World War II fame is back
in acticn;'now based in Vietnam, it's bigger and faster than
ever. Supply requests can be flashed half-way round the
world from fighting man to factory—and the return shipments barrelled right up to the foxholes—in well under two
weeks. In-stock parts are furnished in just hours. Operated
by the lit Logistical Command, the Red Ball never stops
rolling in order to meet the needs of • well-equipped and
growing Army force.
WITH A FORKED STICK called • divining rod, SFC
Jack D. Pitman solved the .bower problem for troops in the
Army's 230 Artillery Group near Phu Loa. A legendary
“water witch." the urge boasted, can and underground water
even in • parched area like their Custer Flats cantonment.
While skeptics smirked, he broke • small forked branch from
• bush and, holding it in the proper tuition, walked slowly
around the Headquarters Battery area till he found the
right spot. Then Pitman and some onlookers began to slam
an iron pipe into the ground. When they reached 35 feet,
laws dropped as water gualsed pat. Pitman reserved comment
on his witchery. (AN?)

• PASSENGER
* TRUCK
• TRACTOR

Free Balancing
Fully Warranted

FULTON, KY,
Used Car lot 472-3341 Fulton •
Main office 472-2466
Ellis Heithrett — Aubrey 'Taylor — Larry Sissy; Dwain and
Dan Taylor

Car No. 18-42 FORD GALAXI4, R 1 H. air cond, ww
tires, power brakes & steering, auto. trans., 2 Or. sedan.
$1295
and only
Car No. 23-41 PONTIAC VGHTURA, See this one.white
H, air rend, brand now
with blue morroc-ier interior, R
ww tires, power steering & brakes, auto trans, 4 dr.
$1395
hardtop, priced at
Car No, 25-61 RAMBLER CLASSIC, 4 Or. sta wagon, auto
tr•ns, green with vinyl interior, the car for the road1-149S
Car No. 24-61 PONTIAC CATALINA, 1 dr. sedan, R & H,
ww tiros, auto trans, solid whits, local, extra fine car and
$1195
only
Car Ne. 27-4111 OLDSMOBILE, 4 dr. hardtop, R & N, sir
cord, ww tiros, automatic, power brakes and steering,
ready to go at
$195
Car No 35-41 CHEV IMPALA, 2 di hardtop, R & H, ww
tires, automatic, solid blue finish, • great bargain for
$795
someone at

Terms To Suit

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Central Ave. 479-2352

VIRDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-18214
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylon Venters

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
.-4211a

IL EST

F. FOR SALE

COL.C. W. BURROW and ROY D.TAYLOR, Brokers

Nice 2-bedroom house 'n Highland.
Attractively priced for quick sale.
-3 acres of land with large 3-bedroom house with den, living room,
dining room, plenty of large closets,
2 baths, enclosed 2-car garage, and
a good 3-room tenant house, plenty
fruit trees, pecan trees. This is a
very comfortable country home
fcr any size family. Located within 1-2 miles of city limits. Kentucky side.
-Nice 3-bedroom house with den, 5baths, carport, located in Country
Club Court.

Nice 3-bedroom house with den,
modern kitchen and bath, located
on good lot in Highlands, Fulton,
Kentucky. This house is an extra
good buy if you need plenty of

Only Kroft gives you

A nice 2-bedroom brick with large
rooms. Located on 1.7 acres of land
two-tenths mile out of South Fulton
on 45E. Price has been reduced.

Macaroni
Cheese

in,

with
golden
cheddar
goodness
Kraft Dinner gives you tender macaroni, creamy with
golden cheese goodness!Easy
and quick to fix "as is." Or
combine it with other foods
for inexpensive yet delicious
main dish..
COSTS
ONLY

51

Nice large house in good condilion and reasonably priced. Located in Water Valley, Kentucky.
Good house, large lot located on
Broadway, South Fulton. This place
oan be converted into commercial
property. Priced right.
Good 5-room house located at 106
Cedar Street, East. Fulton, on nice
lot. Price is reasonable.

We have available a quantity of good used pipe in
21n., 3 in., 4 in. and 6 in.
FULTON COUNTY OIL CO. INC.
HICKMAN. KY.
PHONE 236-2375
.cseseesserissaciii

Attention Mr. Farmer
Call the
CAYCE LIME COMPANY
CAYCE, KENTUCKY
for your lime spreading needs. Top quality
lime. We will be happy to handle your purchase orders.
Marshall Speed, Owner and Operator
Phone \38-6261
Cayce, Kentucky

-Extra nice 3-bedroom house, 2
car garage, central heat and air
conditioning, wall-to-wall carpet
ing. $1800 will handle this deal and
transfer present loan. No loan
closing charges.

3-bedroom brick, den, dining room
inside trim all walnut finish. This
is one of the best places around
here Located on Highway 51 north
of Fulton.
An outstanding 3-bedroom brick
priced to sell. Located in South
Fulton.
--Nice 3-bedroom brick house on
large lot located in Dublin, Ky.
Price is right.
Large house in good repair located
on College Street, Kentucky side.
An outstanding house with 2 very
large'bedrooms, large dining room,
modern kitchen all in excellent repair. Located on Green St., West
Fulton. Price is reasonable.
Good 3-bedroom brick with basement on corner lot. Located in
Highlands. Priced to sell.

U\1 11I 10 I \l.l'1;1 III I;
Grocery store located in good
small town with living quarters b..ilding. Good location and priced
adjoining Ideal business oppor- for a quick sale.
tunities for someone who wants to
Brewer Machine Shop, nice large
work.
lot and good building. Propertyt
'De Robert Goodwin Grocery Store now rented.

A SERVING

USED PIPE
FOR SALE

If you are in the market for an
especially nice home and can afford a home priced at $30,000 or
more, I can make you an attractive
offering.

Good 7-room house in excellent repair, 1 1-2 baths, central gas heat
Extra nice 2-bedroom brick with in basement, located on Walnut
largo rooms, plenty of largeeknieter Street. Owner say sell. Price Is
located in Country Club Court.
right.

CHICAGO—U. S. ccnsumption
of food products made from
oats, principally oatmeal, has
averaged 3.5 pounds per capita
In recent years.

Mile,

62 FORD 3.seat wagon, extra
clean, 8, cruisomatic, power
62 FORD G•laxie 1, str•ighti
25,000 actual miles
62 GALAXIE 8, cruisomatic,
power. 1 Winner; red & white
62 Ford Gal•xia Sedan, 4-deer,
V-8 automatic, beige, good,
clean, local car.
41 Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
60 FALCONS (2) - 2-doors
62 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck
59 (2) Ford pickups, 6-cyl;
clean, I owner; Also
51 Wagon, S cyl. pow..-glide
57 CHEVROLET Bel•ir sedan;
ice

A novel idea for outdoor
barbecue fans who can't wait
is char-broiled fish cooked on
this handy, lightweight portable char-bachi. If it's still too
cool to go outside, you can
place the char-bachi on your
kitchen stove (if you have
adequate ventilatior) or in
your fireplace. Here's an easy
recipe for any type of grillable fish,
Place fish on well greased

A very good large house on Green
Street. Priced very reasonably.

Oats Share
3.5 Pounds

Free Installation

64 OLDS 2-dr. hardtop
64 OLDS hardtop; air, power,
18,000 miles
64 Galaxie 500 4-door hardtop
8, automatic; power steering
64 Peiviane MO Hardtop, 0.
Cruisernatic, black end
White
63 (2) G•laxi. 500, V41 Grails.matic
63 Bel Aire Seder, local Pm
owner
63 GALAXIE sedan, 1.owner,
CrUilOineic 11; red 8. white
63 RAMBLER wagon; 17,000

Arrv.
Dept.
12:36 a. m.
1248 a. in.
4:50 a. m.
4:35 a. m.
505 a. m.
4:55 a. m.
11:25 a. m.
11:40 a.
248 p. m. 2:57 p. m.
3:43 p. m.
354 p. m.
11:23 p. m.
11:31 p.

ci

at Kent-Tenn Auto Sales4
niMirollnlarwiliM01.

rage a

Early Barbocu• Treat

teinain literteitei

"
esetWietit
.

Attention All Ye Bargain
Seekers!
Old Bill has a 64 Chevy Belair
thats quite a buy! A 4 door
sedan. 6 cyl with automatic
transmission. A local car with
one owner

Dept.
1:20 a. m.
1:45 a. m.
2:05 a. m.
9:30 a. is,.
9:58 a. m.
4:20 p. m.
10:15 p.

SOUTHBOUT:D

ALL POPULAR SIZES

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.

Arry.
1:00 a. m.
1:35 a. m.
1:50 a. m.
9.20 a. in.
9:48 a. m.
4:10 p. m.
10:05 p. m.

No
16
6
10

s000

grill over moderately hot fire
Baste frequently with mixture of equal parts white
wine, melted butter and
lemon juice. Cook 5-15 minutes depending on size of fish,
turning once carefully. Garnish with paprika and sprigs
of parsley.
Fresh corn is delectable
when char-boiled. Remove
husks, brush with butter and
seasen with salt. Wrap each
ear In aluminum foil and
place on char-bachi for 20-25
minutes.
For brilliant color and taste
accent, cut medium ripe tomatoes in half and brush with
butter. Dust with a mixture
of bread crumbs, salt, pepper
and oregano. Broil until edges
of tomatoes turn brown

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES OF DAILY PASSENGER TRAINS
AT THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD DEPOT IN FULTON:

For The

98

rtptlt

I

I

2 acres of land with new 3-bed45 acres of good land with good room house
located on a main highhouse located on East State Line, way. Priced to
sell.
Tennessee side.
25 acres of unimproved land,
beautiful building site. Located on
Mullins School black topped road,
west of Wingo. Kentucky.
13 acres of land with small house
located 1-2 mile south of Dukedom.
Tennessee.
-99 acres of well improved land in
Hickman County.
-320 acres of good hill land near
Bardwell, Kentucky. Price is right.
IllII III \

32 acres of good land, good house
and barn with modern conveniences. This is a very nice clean
place. Located one-tenth mile off
a black-topped road, north of Water
Valley, Kentucky.
25 acres of level land with a good
small house recently remodeled
Located about 3 miles southeast
of Fulton in Tennessee.
43 acres of good land with beaut'..
ful building site located 1 1-4 miles
cast of Fulton on Kentucky side. s
I 1)1-

12 acres of land, 3-bedroom brick
Beautiful building lots in Mea.
home with 2 baths, located on E.
dowview Subdivision, Fulton, KenState Line, Kentucky side. This is
tucky.
an extra - good country home;
price is reasonable.
We can furnish you a location for
your new home or build you a
We have other property tor sale house on your location.
nit listed in this arl.

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers
201 Commercial Avenue, Fulton, Kentucky
Home phone - 472-2946

Telephone 472-1371

/
REELFOOT
SMOKED

THIS AD GOOD
FOR 5 BIG
DAYS!

HAMS

REELFOOT
SMOKED

THIS AD GOOD
FOR 5 BIG
DAYS!

PICNICS

494.
16 LB. OR OVER

WHOLE or
HALF

39$..

6 TO 8 LB.

LB.

SAUSAGE REELFOOT HONEY GOLD LB.69c
REELFOOT FRANKS 12 OZ. PKG. 49c

300 FREE Quality Stamps

FRESH
1SETOPONK BUTTS La 490

WITH YOUR TENTH WEEK-COUPONS

SLICED BACON 7..., 59(

CENTER CUT

REELFOOT DIXIE

PORK CHOPS — 790
PORK CHOPS—
49(
SMOKED HAMS'THWAILTLE,..59(
P9.1.1licakg:Es1'
59
(
PORCK.OTLETS
69(
TENDERIZED HAM
CUT

LB.

LEAN

LB.

LB

LB

99C

FROM OUR KITCHEN

JUST

HOMTElit,
,
DE
ThER

al((

no(
Cei
Ect

4,1C-i/4111
1#PTe
'
l DON'T HAVE TO
BE PRESENT TO WIN,

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
PRESENT TO WIN.

25,-FitgEg
10_
HAMS
5 --- THURSDAY
FRIDAY

10 --- SATURDAY

TO BE GIVEN AWAY, JUST COME IN AND REGISTER
• NO OBLIGATION •

Eks. EACH 89c

uCAlkg $2.50
FRUIT JELL() ,60z. 39(

A
SUG
AR
5LBS.

FRYER PA

Rut

CHICKEN
LEGS & THIGHS
GIZZARDS
WINGS
BACKS

Pan

La. 59(

•t

LB. 394
L.. 39(E_
LB. 29('
L.. 19(

FROM OUR KITCHEN

KREY
• SMORID
ION
• 31111111S/
•••41
LLLLL coax'

"CPO

PURE CANE

Limit I Please

YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONE.

SLICED BACON 2-c$1.19

CRANBERRY SALAD
-0.- 49(
PIE SHELLS
1— 39(
PIMENTO CHEESE.- 45(

Da
F.

FOLGER'S

'EASY TO CARVE'

CHASE & SANBORN

5 ins $1
OLEO
EraisN'aiiiiiICE 39
LITTLE ANDY

LIBBY'S BIG 20 OZ. BOTTLE

Plus
Quality Stamps

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk 8, Tobacco Products.

TOMATO
PEACHES

TsuP4,-$1

COFFEE

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
Old
Pim

Plus
Quality

Mr

S.cimp$

80Z CAN
10C

Double Quality Stamps On Wednesday!
02.
8 111.. CREAM CHEESE 29(
STRAWBERRIES-- 4 $1
ORANGE JUICE7=.69( CAKES
EGLITERADGElium mizg, 490 LEMONADE
PAFKAY OLEO
LB. 29 WASHING
.
FISH
59
(
PktipzjctRiEttECHEESE -0. 55( POWDER
FOUR 10190 FRENCH FRIES 5i- 79(
DLIMR ,R1413
—31( CRUSHED ";7."-}lc:AE k1 COOKING' ,E90 LOBSTER TAILS7oz $1.59
PERCHBOOM
.10tsmilk Biscuits 2 —35( PINEAPPLE ir 00,11 cAt's '‘' I OIL
OcEAN
49
CREA,RETI BUTTER —73( TOMATO'Ll 006
BREADED SHRIMP
59
(
FROZEN
MARSHMALL
OWS
21( JUICE —46.z.— 11— thlY
LIMA BEANS
39WIN(
- This Ad Good For 5 Big Days!
HUSH PUPPIES
29c
SWEET
c 206
GREEN
POTATOES
ONIONS
TERN. FROZEN

ANGEL FOOD

LARGE 10 OZ. SIZE

A

FOR

289

TIP-TOP

FR°ZE:OL
FROZEN

FLAKE

TIDE

BM1'
T

H.

REGU
(TOME BOX 20
°

FROZEN

36 GI BOTTLEU

LB
'

BOO

(HIG 46 02 CAN)

BAG

lite

BANANAS

GOLDEN RIPE

" 10
4

HEDGE-ROSE IMPORTED ENGLISH,
DINNERWARE

FREE Bread & Buffer Plate
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase and
Coupon . .. You Received In Mail.

I-890

WINTERBABY

BAG

CELERY
"BOSTAL"--.104

I B BAG

FRESH TEXAS

100

BUNCH

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday!

PRIDE OF GEORGIA

FREESTONE

2 1/2 SIZE CAN

PEACHES—z.— 4 $1.00
FOR

ouble QualityStamps OnWednesday

It

